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NEWS BRIEFS
Schickel named to USA Today
academic all-star team

Recyclable Engineering Contest provides
opportunity to practice imagineering

Dylan Schickel, a senior me- cials judged the nominees on
chanical engineering major grades, academic honors and
from New Albany, Indiana, leadership roles on and off
has been named to USA TO- campus.
DAY's All-USA College AcaSchickel, an honors student,
demic Team.
is serving his second year as
Schickel, one of 1,342 un- coordinator for the Solar Phandergraduates nominated for tom race team and has been a
the honor, was an honorable tutor for the college's Homemention selection. Only ten work Hotline.
percent of the nominees were
He is vice president of the
named to the first, second,
third, or honorable mention National Society of Professional Engineers student
lists.
Schickel was only one of two chapter at Rose-Hulman and
Indiana students among the has been an officer for the stu133 students honored. A panel dent chapter of the Society of
of 11 national education offi- Automotive Engineers.

Triangle fraternity gets high marks
Members of Rose-Hulman's chapter adviser.
The chapter's president in
Triangle fraternity have had a
1992 was Bryan Hales,a senior
lot to smile about lately.
For one, the 90-student or- from Fenton, Mich., with Jim
ganization has been named the Broskow, a senior from Buffabest Triangle chapter in the lo Grove, Ill., as vice presination for the fourth con- dent. Gary Gutknecht,a junior
secutive year. Other accolades from Lakeville, is president
include being the nation's larg- this year.
est Triangle chapter and havThe Triangle chapter is
ing the largest fall pledge class
currently helping the Vigo
in the nation.
"I continue to be very proud County unit of the American
of the high quality members Cancer Society to organize its
the fraternity attracts. . . We annual Bowl-A-Thon fund raiscertainly are the flagship ing event at local bowling cenchapter of Triangle,the one by ters. It has also assisted the
which the standards are set," Big Brother-Big Sister of Vigo
said professor Cary Laxer, County program.

Science and engineering students can
gain summer research experietice
Last year, 12 college stu- search skills through hands-on
dents received valuable sum- experience at a major medical
mer research experience facility," says program coorthrough Methodist Hospital's dinator Linda Leverenz.
Students are paid an hourly
Student Summer Research
Program, working on projects wage and must commit themranging from pharmacy to selves to 12 weeks with the probone marrow transplantation. gram. Each student must:
Design and implement a
Now Methodist is seeking science and engineering students biomedical research study.
Analyze research data that
to work with its physicians and
is collected during the study.
research staff this summer.
Prepare a written report
In the past four years, the
Student Summer Research summarizing their summer
Program has helped more research project.
Prepare and give an oral
than 60 students from 22 colleges and universities gain val- presentation summarizing
uable hands-on research expe- their summer research.
Learn how to prepare a manrience.
"The program's goal is to uscript following guidelines
give undergraduate students for submission to a peerin medicine, nursing, pharma- reviewed journal.
For more information about
cy, biology, chemistry,
engineering, physics or psy- the Student Summer Research
chology an opportunity to de- Program, please call Linda
velop their biomedical re- Leverenz at (317) 929-8760.

Local artists display
latest works at Rose-Hulman
Three.Wabash Valley artists Search For Self" and "Sumhave displayed their latest mer In The West" are disartworks in Rose-Hulman's played on the fourth floor.
Moench Hall.
Delaney's watercolors are
Showing off their artworks
myth making and represent
are Thanta Dhamalongkrot of
the joy of living in the country.
Terre Haute, Sister Rita Ann
His artwork is displayed on the
Roethele of Saint Mary of the
third floor. "My paintings try
Woods and Thomas Delaney of
to reflect the life and energy
West Terre Haute.Donna Bowthat exists in a given geographley and the late Kurt Graf
ic area," he said.
round out the exhibit.
Bowley brings her artistic
Dhamalongkrot, who received bachelor's and mast- touch to Rose-Hulman after
er's degrees in art from In- appearances at the Swope Art
diana State University, works a Gallery and the Bloomington
as a graphic designer. His dis- Art Fair. Her floral artworks
play, located on the first floor, can be seen on the second
include colorful paper sculp- floor. Before coming to the
tures featuring "Carousel United States in 1929, Graf
Set," "White Castle" and studied art and lithographic
art in Germany. He special"Tucan."
Roethele's works include ized in watercolors, oils and
watercolors, acrylics, hand- modern art. His paintings will
dyed cotton and quilting. Her be displayed indefinitely on the
large works such as "The second floor.

The annual Recyclable Engineering contest draws on students' imagination and creativity. Here
Jay Moorman, left, and Pat McCrudden are seen hard at work on their design.
photo by: Brian Dougherty, Photo Editor

Rose-Hulman engineering students got a chance to demonstrate
their creativity during the third
annual Recyclable Engineering
contest held on Thursday, January 28. Participants were given
one hour, beginning at 4:30 p.m.,
to develop their creations from
plastic bottles, pop cans, cardboard, masking tape and fishline.
According to Donna Gustafson of
the student activities office, a total of seven teams participated.
The first place prize of $40 was
awarded to the team "Oh to
Sleep," whose members, Jimmy

Williams and Mike Van Gilder, according to Gustafson, is
created a complete stagecoach primarily to provide a winter
scene. Second place, with a prize monotony breaker. It also helps
of $30, was awarded to Doug Bur- promote the importance of recyclton and Lynn Rainey of"$40 Rich- ing, she added.
The contest began as an "Eder," and third place, with a $20
purse, went to the "Bulldogs," Ju- ible Engineering" contest, where
students developed artistic struclian Weldby and Greg Puck.
The students' creations were tures from cheese and crackers.
judged on the bases of creativity, The results were so outstanding,
design and overall appearance. said Gustafson, that the particiThe end products of the contest pants were reluctant to eat them
remained on display for a short when they were completed. To
time and then were, of course, re- avoid food going to waste,the contest was altered to use recyclable
cycled.
The purpose of the contest, materials.

Local engineers plan events to
celebrate National Engineers Week
National Engineers Week will
be celebrated in Terre Haute,
Feb. 15-20, with a program to inform high-school students about
the engineering profession and an
honors program to salute an outstanding Rose-Hulman student
and honor a local industry.
Area high-school students who
are interested in pursuing a career in engineering can see first
hand what a professional engineer does Feb. 17 as part of the local
observance of National Engineers
Week.
Several local industries are inviting students to spend part of
their day with an engineer,
according to Tony Wellings,president of the Francis Vigo Chapter
of the Indiana Society of Professional Engineers, the sponsoring group for local Engineers
Week activities.
Encouraging students to pursue
careers in engineering is important, says Wellings, because
national studies continue to show
a decline in the interest young
people have in engineering and
science.
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Student Award during a banquet
Feb. 17.
More than two million engineers and students are expected
to participate in Engineers Week
activities nationwide. The week of
George Washington's birthday is
Local engineers will also honor traditionally chosen for the Engian industry for its support of the neers Week celebration because
engineering profession, and they the first American president was
will award a Rose-Hulman senior, a noted civil and military enginethe 1993 Outstanding Engineering er.

After spending the morning at a
local industrY, students will visit
the Rose-Hulrnan campus where
they will meet with faculty and
learn about the requirements for
earning a degree in engineering.

MOM'S NIGHT Schedule of Events
SATURDAY, FEB. 13
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Bookstore shopping (extended hours)
Basketball game against Hanover College
3 p.m.
Shook Fieldhouse
Dinner Theater — Candlelight Dinner and Drama Club
5:30 p.m.
One-act plays
Fine Arts Series, Christopher Laughlin, classical guitarist
7:30 p.m.
(re-scheduled from Feb. 6)
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Opinion

In love and war
by Paul A. Sigler
Thorn Columnist

Yet, it is necessary to remem- is great, and unit integrity goes
ber that the UCMJ is a specialized down the proverbial toilet. It has
set of rules that each soldier in the happened, and it will continue to
In case you haven't noticed, by United States military must happen as long as we harbor the
and large, I don't do politics. In swear to observe. While it pre- prejudices and misconceptions
certain, rare cases,the issues that serves each soldier's basic rights, about homosexuals that exist in
I approach have some political the UCMJ asks each soldier to the general populous.
significance, but I usually tend to acknowledge that sometimes, inThis is the point of contention in
shun that side of the story, and dividual rights are outweighed by
often I'm not quite sure why. Per- the best interests of the unit. The many cases — the part where the
haps it has to do with my acknowl- primary purpose of military law knee-jerk liberals in the audience
edged ignorance in most political is to maintain and promote order stand up and scream about the inthings, yet more and more I'm and discipline among the U.S. credible tolerance of America,
leaning toward the belief that the Armed Forces,not to pander to its about the right that each of us
have to live in the style of our
tendency is an expression of dis- members.
may.
In combat situations, unit in- choosing. And, as they run out of
The most legitimate of these tegrity is paramount. Each mem- air and energy,they mutter someissues is the furor over the mili- ber of the team has a specialized thing under their breath about
tary ban on homosexuals. Here is job which must be done to the best how the military can increase proa case where constitutional rights of his or her ability. For a unit to secution of those soldiers who asare being quoted in a sort of liber- function well, each soldier must sault homosexuals.
al psalm, where the old guard is be able to concentrate on his or
That whole line of reasoning
under a deadly barrage from the her duties, implying that the sol- is. well, a crock. There are lots
new. Yet, despite the fun- dier must trust his or her trench- and lots of people in America who
damental discriminatory nature mates to do theirs. In essence, simply don't like homosexuals.
of the question, I maintain the be- each trusts the others with their Why don't you see that many
lief that the gay ban should not be life — each must trust the others homosexuals coming out of
a political debate, despite the fact with their life. And, as any mar- the closet in the South and Midthat the grinding wheels of politi- riage counselor will tell you, the west, even as the reported perca may have rendered the entire foundation for trust is respect.
centages of homosexuals among
question moot.
The preservation of respect be- all males in America approaches
Yet, to a columnist with a big tween fellow soldiers is an im- a full ten percent? Could it be,perenough chip on his shoulder, no plicit directive of the UCMJ, haps, that many young men still
question can long remain moot- along with the preservation of see beating up a "fruit" as an asfor there is always time for hind- each soldier's right to a combat sertion of manhood? Might it be
sight and second-guessing. The environment which will allow him that homosexuality is still so misbasic facts of the question have the greatest chance of making it understood and overplayed that in
long been distorted and blown be- home in one piece. Thus, by many areas it is actually dangeryond all sense of proportion in the regulating the lives of the mem- ous for a gay man to come out of
heavily-publicized debate which bers of the Armed Forces to some the closet?
has ensued over the last few extent,the UCMJ attempts to preThe meat of the matter is that,
months, so please allow me the serve that right which,in the miliredundancy of a brief review.
tary, supersedes all others: the as long as we,the general population
of America, are still preBefore Clinton's inauguration soldier's right to life.
and subsequent actions (or lack
Constitutionally, members of judiced, the military would be
thereof, depending upon one's the Communist Party have the foolish not to take that into
viewpoint), the policy of the mili- right to serve as well, yet they account when considering what
tary was to ask a would-be soldier can't. Persons with physical policies would best keep its soldito state his or her sexual prefer- handicaps are often barred from ers alive. Hence, the moral of the
ence on the registration forms. If serving as well, yet no one com- story is not altogether new: If you
they answered that they were plains. In cases such as those,it is are a homosexual, and you want
homosexual, they were not per- easier to see where there would to serve,keep your sexual prefermitted to enlist.
develop a combat risk. Yet the un- ence to yourself. And if that vioIf, however, a soldier was derlying reasoning is the same all lates your sensitivities, the milicaught engaging in homosexual the way across the board — adult- tary is well within its rights to say
acts once enlisted, he or she was ery is illegal under the UCMJ for "Tough."
For,as the saying goes,all is not
subject to the penalties for the same reasons that homosexsodomy listed in the Uniform uality is, because a man who fair in love and war.
Code of Military Justice(UCMJ). would cheat on his wife tends to
Note: It is necessary, on an
These penalties may include a lose the respect of his fellow soldiissue as volatile as this, to shove
court-martial, dishonorable dis- ers.
charge,or even up to twenty years
Yet, despite the illusions of into the reader'sface thefact that
confinement in cases where many, there are homosexuals in these opinions are the author's
sodomy has occurred without con- the military, and most of them do own, and do not - I repeat - DO
sent and by force. While most their jobs well. The Army has nev- NOTreflect those ofany organizacases are more peaceful and re- er really out-and-out stated that tion with which he may be affilsult only in a quiet discharge, the one could not be a homosexual and iated.
sodomy regulations in the UCMJ, a soldier- only that one could not
at first glance and by popular defi- be a declared homosexual and
nition, indeed appear to be acts of still serve his country. The fricTurning Ideas
overt discrimination.
tion that results from a declared
Into Reality!
(note the emphasis on the word)
homosexual living in close quartNATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
ers with a few hundred other men
FEBRUARY 14-20,1993
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Renters beware of Hautiaville
by Chad Zigler
Thorn Features Editor

down the drain if your car or
apartment gets broken into. The
thieves in Terre Haute are professionals. They watch your patterns and they find out when you
are going to be gone.
The worst time to leave valuables unattended is during
breaks. If your apartment is going to be empty for longer that a
couple of days, have someone in
town check on it.
Although there are many
areas that are considered "bad"
neighborhoods, some specific
parts of town that are notorious
for robberies and violence are:
* 300 block of Kent Ave. and
the surrounding 8-block radius.
* 1200 block of N. 4th Street
and the surrounding 8-block
radius.
As I said, there are other isolated areas that may be bad, so
you should check with the police
department and see if there has
been an unusually high number
of robberies and other problems
in the area you are considering
to rent. The two areas I named
are just examples of areas that I
am familiar with.
If you wonder how I know all
this, I have heard from several
student renters about their problems. It would be wise to seek
out these people to find out their
experiences. If you know someone who lives in an apartment
and they are moving out, find
out if they have had a good experience there, and if so,try to rent
that place if it meets your needs.
As for me, the search continues. Each time I look in the
classified section of the newspaper under "Apartment for
Rent," I'm either repelled by
the outrageous prices or by the
terrible shape of the apartment.
I am not going to live in a death
trap,and I'm not going to supply
the neighborhood pawn shop
with my stereo equipment. It
might mean I'll have to work
two jobs this summer to afford
Village Quarter (big money!).

As I sauntered through the
commons, I noticed several
signs that caught my attention.
They were signs that were
advertising apartments or
houses for rent. They were of
particular interest to me because I am considering renting
an apartment next year with
some other guys.
I'm sure I am not alone, either. Many students want to do the
same after spending a year or
two on campus.If you can afford
it, I would recommend it... just
to keep you sane.
But there are some "do's and
don't's" went it comes to renting, especially in Terre Haute.
Take my word for it (yes - I'm a
Hautian).
First of all, make sure you can
stand the people you decide to
live with. There's nothing worse
than going home after a day full
of tests and stress and listening
to your roommates complain
about the mess you left in the
kitchen.
Also, you need to be very careful where and from whom you
rent. There are good landlords,
and there are bad landlords. If
you happen to get a hold of a bad
one, you better find a good lawyer because leases are hard to
get out of.
Be sure to make all agreements in writing - no oral agreements. If you want something
done (i.e. repairs, reimbursements,etc.), you need to request
them via a written and an oral
request. If this is done and the
landlord fails to comply, then
you will have legal grounds for
breaking the lease.
Choosing a good neighborhood
is also something that needs to
be considered when renting in
Terre Haute. You might save
some money on your rent by living in the "not-so-good" parts of
town, but that savings may go
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Opinion

Bell-bottoms, Bee Gees and Germany
The museums, the concerts,
formed in English, the German quell the sudden uprising of laughfans seemed to love it. Victor saw ter. He did not entirely succeed. and plays meet the needs of only a
He felt the same way when he small elite. What about us com"Bell-bottoms, though it as nothing more than dissenselessness, includ- saw the girl taking notes on the mon men?
admittedly not wide- continuous
ing the scene where all the actors, canvas painted blue and when he
spread, are still vis- for no apparent reason that he heard the couple discussing the "Well, in America,
deduce, appeared naked. canvas with two white and three
ible on the city streets could
you have popular
Their cheers and calls for encores yellow stripes.
here."
When two British girls asked American culture. in
befuddled him as much as the tidbits of conversation he overheard him what he thought of a particuhave popafterwards about the stark sym- lar sculpture, he described it Europe, you
Alf? He was known in the US for bolism of the nakedness and the accurately. "It looks like two as- ular American cula while, but never wildly popular. powerful allegory achieved.
pirin bottles and a large needle." ture."
Here his icon is readily seen.
reHe even spoke with one of the Which it did. The Brits only
Even the kids carry lunch boxes
sponded with sympathetic nods,
depicting Knight Rider and the A- actresses after the show. He ques- clicks of the tongue, and the selfWell, in America, you have popTeam, symbols which are recog- tioned her directly about the rea- explanatory comment, "Amerular American culture. In Euson for the histrionic nudity. "It
nized by US youth as outdated.
icans!"
rope, you have popular American
A group of Germans at a party shows how members of the
Now Victor is no fool, and neithbroke into song, performing a generation we are talking about er am I. We can even appreciate culture. That is of course not
lyrically perfect albeit slightly gave entirely of themselves and symbolism and allusion when entirely true, but it is certain that
pop culture the world over deaccented John Denver tune. They held nothing back."
used effectively. How is it we are pends heavily on American pop
Yeah.
were astonished that I, an Amerit
is
Why
that
cultureless?
labeled
artists. The radio stations in GerVictor didn't give up. He venican, did not know all the words.
many of us, though far from stuA trip to the music store reveals tured a trip to the Bundestaat art pid, can be so dense as to be un- many air primarily American,
English songs, the majority of
many LP's (but CD's are starting museum, housed here in Stutt- appreciative of culture?
movies shown are translations
to outnumber vinyl!) by the artist gart. Now I'm the kind of simplebewe
that
don't,
maintain
I
looks
that
art
from Hollywood. Even certain
David Hasselhof. You don't know ton that appreciates
to
apnothing
is
there
cause
Victor,
reality.
of literature, science ficlike
genres
who he is, despite the fact that he something
preciate, but rather that the cultuis an American.I will tell you who however, has what he calls a high- ral elite are all wanna-bees. How tion being an example,are almost
he is. He played Michael Knight, er "Cultural Threshold." Thus he else can I explain the man con- entirely comprised of translated
the permed cool guy on Knight braved the journey with a couple templating "Monochrome Black American works.
Yes,Europe has a "higher" culRider. He is a singer here. He of British and Spanish friends, all No. 22"? There must be someture, but America has more culby
sings in English. Apparently, he
thing here, he thinks. After all, it ture, when taken quantitatively.
was not to the taste of Americans, "What my critics are is housed in this museum. He
Kevin Neilson
Europe has a aristocratic culture
but he has made it big here.
looks for acceptance from his pe- that pleases the few, but America
CULis
about
talking
who
those
that
ironic
it
find
I
in
those
wear
they
"Do
curious.
ers, and fabricates appreciation. has social culture that brings
the US?" he asked. I agreed that call me without culture take the TURE — you know,
The cultural elite want to be enjoyment to millions.
indeed they were quite common. rejects of my culture and the long-haired music, accepted. Certainly the German
Thus we have more art and
these
But
them.
"Then we will probably be wear- parasitize upon
audience of Hair,even had it been more culture.
ing them here in 15 years." He examples don't address the real the paintings, the liter- entirely bilingual, could not have
was not joking. Let me cite sever- argument, of course. What my ature, and the esoteric derived more appreciation from it
al examples of this phenomenon. critics are talking about is CUL- theater."
than Victor, a native speaker of
As I mentioned in an earlier col- TURE — you know, the longthe language in which the play
umn that"YMCA" by the Village haired music, the paintings, the
was presented. And yet they all
People, a song that was phased literature, and the esoteric thea- more culturally literate than he. called for encores while he reout in the US during my early ter. That is what the Europeans
Trying to be open-minded, he mained confused. I must clap to
childhood, is omnipresent at the have that we haven't. Europe found that his "Threshold" broke show I understand the play, says
dance clubs here. I will now relate claims all the great composers, down and all credibility for the the cultural wanna-be./mustlook
something more frightening. The authors, and artists.
museum was lost as he stood in down upon those who appear to be
A herd of elks are called a
The highbrow definition of cul- front of a painting entitled, confused.
Bee Gees, taboo in the US, are
"gang."
are
critics
my
which
that
is
ture
22."
bottoms,
Bell
No.
Black
cool.
still
here
"Monochromatic
I, myself, would rather be
though admittedly not wide- relying upon. And with this defini- It was simply, he reports, a can- clapping at a showing of Wayne's
CREEKS & CLUBS
spread,are still visible on the city tion, their hypothesis is correct.
vas painted black. And when he World, knowing at least that the
My friend Victor watched a saw a man standing before it, chin cheers in the theater were
streets here. I had thought that
$1,000 AN HOUR!
the flared pants were, by world- genuine play here. Although Hair in hand,a look of deep contempla- genuine and not contrived.
Each member of your fiat.
wide convention, banned forever. was an American piece and per- tion upon his face, Victor tried to
Certainly I don't dismiss with
sorority. team. club. etc.
the wave of a hand anything
pitches in lust one hour
labeled as culturally important.
and your group can raise
Airline reservation numbers:
On the contrary, I found, for exS1.000 in just a few days'
.____ 800 • 433 • 7300
American Airlines
IR. /4.
ample, that many of the books I
800 • 426 • 0333
Alaska Airlines
was once forced to read in English
Plus a chance to earn
illi i i ,
jiit7
i a
lt
800 • 247 • 5692
America West Airlines
classes became enjoyable when I
S1,000 for yourself!
800 • 525 • 0280
-,— - Continental Airlines
read them later on my own.
800 - 221 • 1212
Delta Airlines
Primarily because there was no
No cost No obligation
800 • 225 • 2525
../4 Northwest Airlines
one around to tell me what they
1-800-932-0528, ext. 65
800 • 435 • 9792
meant.
Southwest Airlines
800 • 221 • 2000
Trans World Airlines
.1 1 ...1 •i
4
800 • 241 • 6522
United Airlines
800 • 428 • 4322
USAir
s
/4°'°. I
Americans have no culture.
This sentiment is often echoed by
Germans. I have found that they
may be correct in their statement.
But let us define "culture."
If we do so we find that our definitions differ greatly. First of all,
I find it humorous that many
things once popular in the US that
are now rejected as played-out
and archaic are still popular here.
And many things which die in the
US because of their inherent
cheesiness flourish here.
I was recently wearing a baseball cap, a practice I often engage
in less for style and more because
I haven't had time to wash my
hair. A German found the cap
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Aber you have called the airline. call ISE Flights at

I've.

800• 255• 1000
to issue your ticket

Virtually all major airlines participate:
American, Alaska. America West, Continental.
Delta. Northwest. Southwest. TWA, United.
US Air, plus many more.
There are NO blackout dates; NO minimum stays:
NO maximum stays. There are NO strings attached,
except that the ticket has to cost at least $150.00.
To take advantage: You must have an ISE CARD
which costs1,5414.annually.
Si:cud Oiiet: Ouros demo dud ,er iedet avegtha 7tee.
Au,.44 $10.00
For years American and
foreign students have
enjoyed tremendous savings
on international flights to
Europe and Asia with their
BE CARD. Now you can
also save on domestic fights
in North America. Virtually
all major airlines participate
with the ISE CARD.

a

CARDS

-----In addition to these ISE CARD
benefits in the United States. / OM lit
if you go abroad you will
',,, N In
0)
receive absolutely FREE
4
a
the overseas benefits of the
ISE CARD: tremendous
savings on admissions to
museums, castles, exhibits, special
discounts on accommodations and ground
transportation: ferries, trains. buses. Also included FREE OF CHARGE - a $2.000 basic medical
insurance package and $5.000 medical evacuation
coverage while you are outside your home country.
You have a 24 hour worldwide assistance service to
help with lost passports, travel documents, or legal
problems.
Even emergency cash can be sent to you! All this and
more is INCLUDED FREE of charge with your ISE
CARD.
Join today and start to take advantage of student sayings:
SATISFACTION guaranteed Of yOUI money back.
ORDER FORM (Compiolo, awl, and mail)
Your Nan,
*
'

get the absolutely lowest fare by calling your favorite
airline DIRECTLY yourself. Make your reservation but do
not pay for it. Then call ISE Flights toll free. We will issue
your ticket at the price quoted by the airline, and send it to
you that same day. PLUS, you will receive a $10.00
rebate check along with every ticket you order. Use them
to fly home. fly to school, on vacation, on job interviews.
To take advantage: You must have an BE CARD. The ISE
CARD costs $15-00 annually. Special Offer, Order now
and get FOUR MONTHS FREE. Pay only $10.00.
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Special Student and Faculty Airfares
Scheduled Major Airlines - Na Charters
50 U.S. Departure Cities
75 Foreign Destinations
International Student Exchange ID Cards
International Faculty ID Cards
International Youth Hostel Handbooks
Eurail and Britrail Passes
Let's Go Europe Guides
American Express Travelers Cheques
Groups or Individuals
ASK ABOUT OUR EXPRESS ID CARD SERVICE
"Cekbrating our 34th Year In Student Travel"
r'i0f_yqur FREE Student Fklitfatalog mail this COUPOil to:
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE FLIGHTS, INC.
5010 E. Shea Blvd., Suite A-104
Scottsdale, Al 85254 USA or Call: code here
FLIGHTS®
(602)951-1700
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Baseball team ready to top 1992

Eric Mihal (right) passes some valuable mound experience on to young Allen Eller.

Tennis team prepared
by Jim Broskow
Sports Editor
The courts are still frosty, but
the tennis players have already
tasted some action, and are ready
to start the season tomorrow.
Rose is traveling to Wabash College to face Augustana College for
the first match of the year.
The Engineers fared well in
their recent scrimmage against
Lakeland College. The only victory came from Tony McAllister and Jimmy Jacobi in
the second doubles matchup, but
according to the players Rose

made a good showing. Said Son
Cao,"We hung with them through
the meet."
As is the case in many Rose athletics, Head Coach Dan Hopkins'
team is dominated by underclassmen. The top two players
from last year's team have graduated. The lone senior on the team
is Tony McAllister, who returns
this season after a year's absence
from the courts. Other top returning players include sophomores
Son Cao and James Jacobi, and
top freshman prospects are Karl
Ammerman, Brett Beard and

Brian Cahill. When asked about
the team's outlook on the season,
Tony McAllister commented,
"We're optimistic. We don't have
any tremendous standouts, but
we've really got some good
depth."
Some highlights on the schedule
include the team's spring trip to
Hilton Head, South Carolina, in
which they will face SUNY/
Binghampton, one of the top ten
NCAA Division III teams in the
country,and the Thomas More Invitational in Cincinnati later this
month.

by Dale Long
Sports Information Director
What will the 1993 Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology baseball
team do for an encore? After all,
how do you surpass the success
the Engineers enjoyed last
spring: A 25-11 record — the most
wins in the college's 101-year
baseball history; A first-ever appearance in the NCAA Division III
Mideast Regional Tournament; A
No. 22 national ranking in last
year's final American Baseball
Coaches Association poll.
"I hope we weren't satisfied
with last year. There's room for
improvement," says RoseHulman Coach Jeff Jenkins,
whose teams was ranked 27th in
Collegiate Baseball Magazine's
preseason Division III poll."I saw
a determination in our players'
eyes during fall practice, and it
carried over to the preseason
workouts this past winter.
They're determined to show that
last year was no fluke. They want
more."
These same players also know
that a repeat performance won't
be easy. Not with fellow Indiana
Collegiate Athletic Conference
competitors Anderson University
and Hanover College now eligible
for the NCAA tournament.(RoseHulman qualified for post season
play despite finishing third in the
league last year!) They also realize that Rose-Hulman had an 8-2
record in one-run games.
Like 1992, this year's team
should be blessed with strong
pitching, good defense and an experienced infield. Added pluses
will be improved quickness in the
outfield, depth at every position
and better fundamentals.
And, it all starts with pitching.
Jenkins is once again blessed with
three strong starters, while several young players should lead the
relief corps. Senior Tim Watson
(6-2, 4 saves, 58 strikeouts, 2.99
ERA in 1992) heads the list. The
6-foot-8 righthander can be over-

Snug As A Bug In A Rug?
When the flu bug has you
feeling anything but snug and
your physician can't see you,
come in to HealthCheck, a
service of Union Hospital.
At HealthCheck you can count
on fast, friendly, professional
care for colds, fever, fractures,
sprains—any minor illness or
injury. With lab and X-ray
facilities on-site, you'll receive

•

prompt diagnosis and skilled
treatment. Then we'll refer you
to your doctor or other local
physician if necessary, and
check on your progress the
next day.
At HealthCheck, you benefit
from the experience and
resources of Union Hospital, so
you know you'll receive the very
best in convenient medical care.

No Appointment Necessary
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Noon to 6 p.m. Sunday

4001 Wabash Avenue • Terre Haute, IN 47803• Phone (812)238-7711

powering. Just ask ICAC hitters.
Watson has a 5-1 record in league
games,and 38 strikeouts,over the
past two seasons.
Other top hurlers include
righthanders Eric Mihal (5-4, 2.29
ERA in 1992),Shawn Brainard (31, 1 save), Todd Wilkerson (3-0
during career), Alan Eller (1-1,
3.92 as a freshman) and Shaun
Miller, an unproven talent. Top
newcomers are freshmen David
Wahman, Steve Ruble and Doug
Meyne.
Overall, like the pitching staff,
there are few holes to fill. The infield returns three starters — giving Jenkins hope for strong defensive play. Remember,last year's
squad made 73 errors — four in
the Mideast Regional. Junior
John Hooper (.433 in ICAC
games) returns at first base, junior Brandon Hollis (.286 in 1992) is
back at shortstop, while senior
Pete Kasper (.308 career average) is being moved from second
base to third base, where he
earned all-conference honors as a
freshman. Senior John Lukowski
(.217 in 1992) will take Kasper's
place at second base after spending last spring as a designated hitter and utility infielder.
Infielders who could challenge
for playing time will be juniors
Chris Vana and Eric Hardesty,
sophomores Paul Rogers(7stolen
bases) and Kyle Harper, and
freshmen Clinton Hiatt, Jim
Berta, Keegan Ireland and Troy
Wingler.
Yes, for the first time, Jenkins
is blessed with lots of talented
players in the Engineer program
— reaping the fruits of his recruiting efforts during the past three
years.
Senior Barry Weisman anchors
the catching chores. He was the
team's most improved player in
1992 after catching every inning,
throwing out 21 of 49 opposing
base runners and picking off 11
other unexpecting runners. Junior Todd Holthaus and freshmen
Kyle Curry and Chad Campbell
should give Weisman proper rest
this season. Curry impressed the
coaching staff throughout last
fall's practice.
The outfield could see the most
dramatic changes.Brian Schwager's graduation leaves a huge hole
in left field. Senior Dave Merrell
(.299 last year) hopes to step in,or
be the designated hitter. Sophomores Aaron Junkersfeld (.282 in
1992) and Brian Maryan (.250)
could play the remaining positions, as could Holthaus, who
started in center field during the
Mideast Regional. However,
don't be surprised if freshmen
Eric Gappa and Brian Schmit
make a sig;nificant impact— after
becoming adjusted to the college
game.Junior Jason Wykoff,sophomore Derrick Clark and freshman Drew Johnson add more
depth to the unit.
"We've taken big strides to improve our defense in the outfield
during the past two years. We
could be even better this spring,
even though we could be young.
The players that perform the best
as hitters will get plenty of playing time," Jenkins says.
So,is this a team without weaknesses?
"Far from it," admits Jenkins.
"I hope we can score enough runs
to take advantage of our strong
pitching and defense. We lost 12
(out of last year's 16) home runs
due to graduation. Where does
that replacement come from?
Hopefully, we'll find an answer
from Weisman, Merrell, Maryan
and Hooper.
And, remember that RoseHulman had a 25-11 record and
No.22 national ranking last spring
without the benefit of even one allICAC player on the roster! With 14
returning players, and seven
returning starters, what could
happen if the Engineers improve
even more?
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Labbes successful on and off mat

Coach Mark Buti gives Jim Labbe some last minute advice. Jim is 17-7 In the 134 pound class this
season.

Cagers back on track
by Jim Broskow
Sports Editor
The Engineers have climbed
back in the top ten teams in the
Midwest Region last week by
avenging previous losses to
Franklin and Anderson in Shook
Fieldhouse. Rose was tenth, while
Hanover and DePauw held their
respective third and fifth place
spots. The victories also pushed
Rose up to fourth place in the
ICAC.
But Rose has been incapable of
winning outside Shook Fieldhouse. Wednesday night they
gave up yet another away game to
DePauw, 70-67 in overtime. Scott
Beach had 25 points including a
key three-pointer that put them
into overtime, but it wasn't
enough to seal another victory
against the Tigers.

The Engineers haven't won an
ICAC game on the road this season. Two of the last three games of
season play left are away games,
and Rose needs the wins to get into
the Division III tournament.
"Really, it's simple. We've got to
start playing better on the road if
we want to remain one of the
ICAC's top teams," said Coach
Bill Perkins.
Tomorrow's game against
Hanover is the Engineers' final
regular-season home game. Rose
lost to Hanover earlier this seas o n , 77-57. The Engineers
obviously have their work cut out.
Hanover is currently first in the
ICAC,and third in the region. Center Hudson Heidbreder averaged
30 points per game last week, and
Guard Scott Adams was the ICAC
Player-of-the-Week two weeks

ago. But the Panthers have been
playing several consecutive away
games, and its beginning to show.
They dropped a game to Wabash
last week, 91-88.
For the first time ever the ICAC
is holding a post-season tournament. The tournament will give
Rose a chance for one last push
before the selection of teams for
the Division III tournament.

ENGINEERS
Turning Ideas
Into Reality.
NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
FEBRUARY 14-20. 1993

1993 MEN'S TENNIS SCHEDULE
SCHOOL
DAY/DATE
Augustana College
Sat., Feb. 13
Thomas More Invitational Tournament
Sat.-Sun., Feb. 27-28
Elmhurst College, Franklin College, Wilmington College, Transylvania Univ.
Thomas More, Union College, Rose-Hulman, College of Brecia
DePAUW UNIVERSITY
Wed., Mar. 10
Greenville College (Other opponent TBA)
13
Mar.
Sat.,
Wabash College
Wed., Mar. 17
LINDSEY WILSON
Sat., Mar. 20
FRANKLIN COLLEGE
ELMHURST COLLEGE
Sun., Mar. 21
BRESCIA COLLEGE
Univ. of Southern Indiana
Tues., Mar. 23
Kerry Seward Memorial Tournament
Fri.-Sat., Apr. 2-4
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina Spring Trip
St. John's University
Mon., Arp. 5
St. Mary's (Minnesota)
Tues., Apr. 6
University of New York/Binghamton
Wed., Apr. 7
St. Olaf (Minnesota)
Thur., Apr. 8
ICAC
Conference Tournament
Fri., Apr. 16
ICAC Conference Tournament
Sat., Apr. 17
Illinois Benedictine College
Sat., Apr. 24
Sun., Apr. 25
Rockford College Tournament
Wed., Apr. 28
DePAUW UNIVERSITY (Rain Date)
HOME MEETS IN CAPS

TIME
2:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
2:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.

by Dale Long
Sports Information Director
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology wrestlers Jim and Joe
Labbe have caused a lot of
headaches for their opponents
during the past two seasons.
Not only are the Crawfordsville
natives two of Indiana's top smallcollege wrestlers, but they're also
identical twins.
And, that can make things very
interesting. You see, besides looking alike, there's not a lot separating Jim and Joe Labbe. They're
both 5-foot-6, both sophomore mechanical engineering majors and
both dean's list students at RoseHulman, one of the nation's top
engineering and science colleges.
They're also roommates, wrestling partners during practice and
members of the same fraternity.
But they wrestle at different
weight classes. Jim Labbe has a
17-7 record at 134 pounds, placing
fifth in the prestigious Elmhurst
College Invitational (Jan. 22-23)
and second in the Little State Invitational in Indianapolis (Dec. 45). He is expected to challenge for
top honors in the Indiana Collegiate Athletic Conference
Tournament on Feb. 20 at RoseMeanwhile, Joe Labbe has a 1110 record at 126 pounds, finishing
sixth at last weekend's Wheaton
College Invitational. His biggest
victory came on Jan. 12 in a 20-5
victory over Joe Herron of
Wabash College.
Victories over Wabash were bittersweet for the twins. You see,
the Labbe family lives near
Crawfordsville, the Little Giants'
hometown. To make matters
worse, the Labbes' mother, Marcia, is secretary for the chemistry
and mathematics departments at
the college.
"Our parents left the decision

up to us. We wanted to be engineers, so the decision was between Purdue and RoseHulman," says Joe Labbe. "It
came down to where we would be
comfortable, get a great education and could continue our
wrestling careers."
That career started in junior
high when Jim realized that he
had no future as a basketball player. ("There's not a lot of need for
5-foot-6 guards," he says.) Later,
both Labbes qualified for the 1991
state wrestling tournament (Jim
at 130 pounds; Joe at 119) after
winning sectional honors at North
Montgomery.
Both have also been successful
off the wrestling mat. Jim has a
near-perfect 3.9 grade point average (out of 4.0), while Joe isn't far
behind at 3.7. (Jim was North
Montgomery's valedictorian in
1991 while Joe ranked third in the
class!)
Jim Labbe tried to sum up the
reasons for the twins' success:
"There is something inside us that
says we want to be the best we can
be. And, we're not going to be satisfied with anything less."
For the record,Jim Labbe parts
his hair, while Joe combs his hair
straight back. Rose-Hulman
Coach Mark Buti says that Joe
has a bigger nose than Jim.
Or, is it the other way around?

CONTACT LENS
Absolute lowest onces,

-$4
'69

99
API

f00.%Sabslacoon!

9I
92 pair I

Send Name,Address,Rx and check!
payable to: STUDENT SERVICES,
760 W4 65th Ave.,Plantation.
Lorida 33317

$$$, FREE TRAVEL & RESUME EXPERIENCE
Individual's and Student Organizations wanted to
PROMOTE SPRING BREAK.
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
CALL THE NATION'S LEADER.

1-800-327-6013

Special Student
Sale Prices!
This Valentine's Day
you can save money and
stay out of the doghouse.

Save $5

Madame
Del Bard
Long Stem
Red Roses
boxed with greenery,
bow and baby's breath

$29?9dozen
Reg_ $34.99

Bring in this ad with your student I.D.
Cash & Carry Only • While Supplies Last

2711 South 3rd Street, Terre Haute
232-1495 or 234-5438
Open Mon.-Sat.9 a.m.-6 p.m.,Sundays 1 la.m.-6p.m.
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Solar Phantom team prepares for Sunrayce '93
Dallas to Minneapolis, 1100
grueling miles,on the power of the
sun, is the challenge called Sunrayce 93 that has been accepted
by an extremely dedicated team
of 24 Rose-Hulman students.
In an effort to prepare for
competition in Sunrayce 93,
several members of the Solar
Phantom project team have
already put in hundreds of hours
of work over Christmas and
Thanksgiving breaks, weekends,
and between classes. This June
these students will be competing
against 35 other colleges and universities from all over North
America in this historic 7 day solar car road rally sponsored by
the U.S. Department of Energy.
Current efforts of these students are in preparation for the
Sunrayce 93 Eastern Regional
Qualifier to be held at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway on April 9
and 10. This event will include a
day's worth of safety inspections
and tests and a day for endurance
testing of the vehicle to insure all
of the vehicles are both safe and in
good working order a full two
months before Sunrayce 93.
Twenty of the 36 entrants in Sunrayce 93 (those colleges and universities in the Eastern portion of
the country) are required to attend this event and demonstrate
that their vehicles are functional
or face disqualification.

Rose-Hulman was selected for
participation in Sunrayce 93 when
a proposal written by three current seniors was selected from the
field of 64 submitted by many of
the nation's top colleges universities. Rose's competitors in Sunrayce 93 include the University of
Maryland, California State at Los
Angeles,the University of California at Berkeley, Stanford University, Purdue University, and the
winner of GM Sunrayce USA 1990,
the University of Michigan.
Since their proposal was
selected in February of 1992, the
Solar Phantom project team has
been gearing up for the Sunrayce
93 competition. Early during the
1991-92 school year, the team decided that the configuration for
the Solar Phantom II, the vehicle
to compete in Sunrayce 93 should
be similar to the Solar Phantom
which placed 20th in GM Sunrayce
USA 1990.
The Solar Phantom was the
lightest vehicle in GM Sunrayce
and the power produced by its solar array was the best for singleperson vehicles using terrestrial
grade solar cells - the only class to
be allowed in Sunrayce 93. These
two factors along with the
relatively good aerodynamics of
the Solar Phantom indicated that
it had the potential to place at the
top if other problems could be
solved.

5cf!.

Keeping the Solar Phantom going requires a large staff of
dedicated support personnel. Some of these individuals are
seen here at Solar 300 In Phoenix in 1991.

The team's efforts this year
have concentrated on designing,
acquiring and testing the new systems to be used in the Solar Phantom II. Many of the problems encountered during GM Sunrayce
centered around the vehicle's
drivetrain. In an effort to eliminate these problems, the team
completed hundreds hours of research before finally selecting a
high power, light weight, and
highly efficient DC brushless
motor system from Unique Mobility, Inc. of Golden Colorado. This
system and a spare have been donated to the team by Harmon L.
Shaw and Friends of Unique
Mobility. Shaw, a 1946 Mechanical Engineering Rose alumnus,
arranged this critical sponsorship
after hearing of the team's problems in acquiring a motor system in December.
To give the Solar Phantom II
significantly increased hillclimbing and acceleration capability, it will use a two-speed
transmission. The transmission
was designed by a group of three
students as part of a project for
Machine Design class in conjunction with Dana Corporation's
Spicer Axle division of Ft. Wayne.
The transmission will be manufactured by Dana to use parts
from a standard lawn tractor
transaxle.
Many of the team's recent
efforts have centered around
modification of the composite
chassis for use on the Solar Phantom II. Recent changes have included enlarging the side windows to improve driver visibility
and safety, repairing damaged
aluminum inserts in the composite body,and adding low drag air
ducts for both motor cooling and
battery ventilation.
The team has also constructed a
new vehicle tail section out of
Kevlar-nomex honeycomb composite sandwich to decrease the
weight of this non-structural portion of the Solar Phantom II's
body. The team is currently
finishing these modifications in
preparation for painting the

Group seeks to boost steel can recycling
According to the Steel Can
Recycling Institute (SCRI), all
students, faculty, food service
employees and other campus patrons should think twice before
pitching their next empty soup
can in the trash. Why? Because
one out of every three steel cans
was recycled in 1991, and that
number is growing at such rate
that by 1995, the steel industry
plans to reach or exceed a recycling goal of 66 percent.
Steel cans come in all shapes
and size. From the single-serving
soup can to the one-gallon
"cafeteria" size vegetable can to
the bandage box found in nearly

every household medicine
cabinet,these "tin" cans are really made of steel. Containers to be
recycled include steel food,beverage, paint and aerosol cans and
steel lids and closures.
Once collected, steel cans become a vital resource for making
new steel. New cans, cars,
bridges and refrigerators are just
a few of the ways these can may
come back to us in the form of new
steel products. In fact, since onefourth of the steel in a can is
already recycled steel, today's
steel can may once have been a
part of a refrigerator, a weightlifting set or a football stadium.

Artand efhe es
barbe r and,city Lint?
1919 Maple Avenue, Terre Haute, Indiana
Open 6 Days a Week 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Sunday and Holidays

HAIR CUTS $3.00

Residential communities collect steel cans for recycling
through all types of programs
ranging from curbside collection
and drop-off to multi-material
buyback. Colleges and universities may collect steel cans
through institutional recycling
programs. Moreover, steel's
magnetic attraction makes it
easy to separate steel cans from
other recyclables or from the
solid waste stream. This technique, magnetic separation, is
practiced by material recovery
facilities across the country.
At present, steel cans are being
recycled in more than eight
thousand locations nationwide.
Check your local listings for the
one nearest you. With your
participation, our country's solid
waste can be efficiently and
effectively managed, thus preserving the environment for future generations.
The SCRI is a non-profit,
industry-sponsored association
that promotes and sustains steel
can recycling throughout the
United States. The SCRI assists
community leaders in developing
steel can recycling programs and
promoting them to the public.

"GOD'S WILL... MY WILL
Is Jesus Christ My Lord?"

4th Annual Retreat
for college students
FEBRUARY 19-21
in Champaign, III.
COST $15.00
Sponsored by American
Baptist Campus Ministries
For more laformatloa aid to
register contact United Misistrios Cl,.
321 N. 7th Si.232-0106
Relianition IsaiNhre:Feb. 14

_
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The original Solar Phantom, as seen at Solar 300 in Phoenix In
1991. A significantly redesigned vehicle is under construction
for Sunrayce A3 in June.
chassis.
Students are also constructing a
new solar array for use on the Solar Phantom II. It will use slightly
more efficient cells to improve
power output to at least 1000 watts
and include a hatch to improve
driver entry and exit. The new solar array, a graphite-nomex honeycomb composite sandwich, was
designed to shave 30 pounds from
the original array's weight.
Another feature of the Solar
Phantom II is the use of conventional lead-acid batteries as
mandated by Sunrayce 93 regulations. The team has selected
Sears Diehard batteries manufactured by Johnson Controls for
their high energy density and
availability.
Other features of the Solar
Phantom II are a motorcycle
drum brake on the rear wheel and
motorcycle disk brakes on the
front wheels to improve the stopping power of the 700 Lb. vehicle.
Additionally, an air spring rear
suspension is being developed,
and the front suspension has been
improved through the addition of
student-built front in-line shock
absorbers. To increase the ride
height to the required 1 meter,the
Solar Phantom II will travel on 26

wheels as opposed to the 20 wheels
its predecessor used.
The Solar Phantom project
team invites all members of the
Rose-Hulman community to attend at the endurance portion of
the Regional Qualifier to be held
on April 10 at the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway. Admission is
free to the public. Everyone is
also welcome to follow the Solar
Phantom II along the Sunrayce 93
course from Dallas to Minneapolis on June 20-26. For details on the
race route or the Regional Qualifier, contact the Solar Phantom
project team at campus box 1723
or at (812) 87743495.

If what happened
on your inside
happened on your
outside, would
you still smoke?
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St. Olaf Choir to perform
Friday, Feb. 12 at ISU
4
rt.
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The St. Olaf Choir will perform
in concert at 8 p.m. Friday, Feb.
12, at ISU's Tilson Hall. Students
will be admitted free of charge.
The choir, conducted by Anton
Armstrong since 1990, has a 81year tradition of excellence in
religious music.Its repertoire has
included a capella music, music
with instrumental ensembles,and
occasional pieces with piano,
organ, handbells or electronic
synthesizers. Armstrong has introduced a variety of new themes
in the choir's music while still
maintaining its tradition.
The choir has performed on
National Public Radio and Televi-

-

sion, was the subject of
documentaries on national television in the People's Republic of
China and Korea and numerous
other television specials. The
choir has performed throughout
the United States and Europe.
St. Olaf College was founded in
1874 by Norwegian Lutheran immigrants "for the purpose of giving young men and women a higher education in harmony with the
Christian faith." Today, majors
are available in 50 areas of study
and international programs send
students to other Middle East,
Far East, Africa, Latin America,
and Europe.

a
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If you can cut the mustard, you will relish this job
Tim Young got a speeding ticket
recently on Interstate 5 near Los
Angeles. Like any other hotdogger on any U.S. highway who gets
grilled by a police officer for going
over the speed limit, Young was
steamed.
How do you explain to an officer
that your vehicle, a replica of an
Oscar Mayer hot dog that goes
from 0 to 65 in about a minute, was
just keeping up with the traffic
flow on the northbound lanes from
San Diego? By being frank, of
course.
"What I drive is faster than a
semi but slower than a Corvette. I
wasn't the fastest car out there,"
Young said. "I was the fastest hot
dog."
The vehicle Young was rolling
down the interstate in southern
California was a V-6 powered
Wienermobile, a rolling publicity
platform for Oscar Mayer Inc.,
purveyors of bologna and other
cold cuts.
Every year 12 college students
are picked in a rigorous selection
(prime cuts, so to speak) to drive
the "Wienerbagos" (also called
"Lamborwienies") around the
nation to county fairs, sporting
events and anywhere else people
gather to celebrate something.
Recruitment is no joke,
through. In a slow job market last
year, 1,000 college seniors applied
for the 12 driving positions. Many
of the current drivers have de-

grees in marketing, communications or journalism.
Young, who graduated with a
journalism degree in 1991 from
San Diego State University, has
been guiding his Wienermobile on
a West Coast route since the last
summer,chugging into the sunset
with fellow hotdogger Brittne
Eickman, a graduate of the University of Texas, Austin. Among
the states in their territory are
Montana, Wyoming, Oregon,
Utah and Arizona.
They will spend 340 days of the
year on the road. Together. Driving a hot dog from town to town,
relishing the thought of another
chance to display the Wienermobile. Before this story goes any
further, Young was quick to point
out that he and Eickman are "just
friends" since one "basically
eats,sleeps and breathes with this
person. Overall, we are best
friends."
Driving a 23-foot (52 hot dogs
long, according to company statistics), 5800-pound (580,000 hot
dogs) coveted 1988 Chevrolet van
(that runs on special high-octane
mustard) takes special skills,
company officals say. The 12
finalists are given driving lessons
and their driving records are
thoroughly checked by Oscar
Mayer officials.
The first Wienermobile rolled in
1936, and was called "Little Oscar
- the world's smallest chef." The

Student borrowing to
increase, study says
borrowing under the federal
guaranteed loan programs,
and also change some income
limits to make more middleclass students eligible for
grants. However, budget limitations resulted in a cut in the
maximum award for Pell
Grants in 1993-94 from $2,300 to
$2,200.
With continuing pressures
on the federal budget likely to
restrict the size of increases in
federal grant programs, it
seems likely that significant
growth in federally funded student aid programs will be
found only in the loan programs," the report concluded.
A greater reliance on
Grants more than doubled
could make it hardover the same period, from borrowing
for minority and low-income
er
$5.7 billion to $13 billion.
students to attend college, the
Twenty years ago, more stu- report noted.
form
the
in
dent aid was given
The trend toward increased
of grants than in loans, but to- borrowing by greater numbers
day the reverse is true," said of students will pose a major
Charles Anderson, a senior challenge to President Clinton
staff associate with the Amer- as seeks to reshape the federal
ican Council on Education.
loan program," said Robert
Nor is the situation expected Atwell,council president. Clinto improve. The 1992 amend- ton has proposed a program by
ments to the Higher Education which graduates could work in
Act raised annual and cumula- public service to repay college
tive loan limits for student loans.

Washington-Students will
continue to borrow more
money to pay for college
educations in the future, and
higher education institutions
will be forced to use larger portions of their budgets on financial aid, and American Council
on Education report said.
The number of students receiving federal assistance to
pay for college increased
significantly between 1970 and
1990."In constant 1990 dollars,
student borrowing under the
guaranteed loan program
more than tripled, from $4.3
billion in 1970-71 to $14 billion
last year," the report said.

Drivers Brittney Eickman and Tim Young stand beside the Wienermobile they have agreed to drive for a year as an
advertising vehicle for a meat company.

Wienermobiles toured the U.S. in
the 1950s and 1960s, were retired,
and then the program was revived
four years ago. There are six vehicles in the current fleet, and all
have microwaves, refrigerators
and steamers that emit the smell
of hotdogs.
And they obviously cannot be
hidden - it would be difficult, say,
to pull into a local speakeasy in a
23-foot-long hotdog with plans to
get pickled.
Will these drivers of dogs of hot

need to play "ketchup" with their
careers once the days of roaming
the highways and byways are
finished?
"How will it look on my resume? That's a tough call,"
Young said. "But if you're going
to be the next boss, and see it on
someone's resume, you will know
what it is."
Oscar Mayer representatives
are now going to campus recruitment centers nationwide to drum
up interest for next year's crop of

hotdoggers.
A friendly, outgoing personality
is a necessary ingredient for this
job, officials said. And it helps to
like hot dogs.
"I love them. Saturday I had
eight," Young said. He likes his
with ketchup, mustard and mayonnaise.
"The bottom line is that we sell
meat. It has become a major
marketing tool," Young said. "I
relish this job, and have done a lot
of bun things."

'Naked guy' expelled from UC-Berkeley
A University of California at er new evidence or good cause to
Berkeley student who wore little be allowed back into the school.
Martinez, dubbed the "Naked
more than a smile around campus
was expelled from the school for Guy." was arrested twice in Octoviolating public nudity and in- ber for being on campus with litdecent exposure rules, a universi- tle, if any,clothes on,and was suspended for two weeks in Novemty spokeswoman said.
Louis Andrew Martinez,19, was ber. He was a sophomore and
sent a notification that he was ex- attended the Berkeley campus
pelled on Jan. 21, university full time. He usually wore only a
spokeswoman Marie Felde said. pair of shoes, and donned a dayHe has an opportunity to appeal pack while he attended classes
the expulsion, but must show eith- and walked around campus.

"He was given many opportunities to comply with our rules. He
declined," Felde said.
In September 1992 Martinez
held a "nude-in" on campus and
in front of hundreds of observers,
Martinez and two dozen supporters stripped off their clothes.
Martinez claimed that being
nude on campus was a form of
free expression.

Census Bureau reports degree
key to bigger paycheck
Washington-By 1990, one-fourth
of American adults had earned a
degree beyond high school and
were receiving bigger paychecks
as a result, a census Bureau report says.
The report said those who earn
degrees beyond high school (25.2
percent) make an average $2,231
monthly compared to $1,280 for
those who have some college but

no degree, $1,077 for those who
have only a high school diploma,
and $492 for those without a high
school diploma.
The report, titled "What's It
Worth? Educational Background
and Economic Status: Spring
1990," said that most advanced
degree holders have either executive, administrative or man-

agerial positions, or work in professional specialties.
There was a significant increase in the percentage of people
who earned a degree beyond high
school compared with 1984, when
20.7 of American adults earned a
degree, and 1987, when 23.3 percent earned a degree.

BALLYHOO invites the MEN of ROSE-HULMAN
FREE FOOD Saturday Night Special /4"14TEM PIZZA
The

Iced Down & Cold
In a Bucket with
an Opener

48-oz. Pitche s of
Bud Light
Only $2,50

and 2 cans Coke or Diet Coke

•
$555
You keep the bucket & opener!

900 Chestnut • 232-3939

Tax Included

EXPIRES

LONGNECKS

Friday 4-7 p.m.

Free Limited Delivery
Additional Item Available at Additional Cost

Thursday: ,l,plitac•c), $.50 Beer Night
s,to
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THE BARKING DOG
BY DARRYL KLUSKOWSKI
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WHAT IS THIS?
Welcome to a new feature of The Rose Thorn. Every week a strange
photo will appear. It will be of something you have probably seen several
times on campus. If you think you know what it is, send your guess to:
Mystery Photo, Box 170. If you have no idea what it is, make something
up! We will print the answer, names of people who got it right, and our
favorite off-the-wall guess the following week.
This week's hint: Right... left... right... *#!*!#

INTERESTED IN WRITING,
REPORTING 6 PHOTOGRPIPHY?
If so, joir
Recently three brave explorers went on an expedition to cross
Speed Lake. It is believed that this is the first attempted crossing using snow shovels as paddles. The boat was never seen
again, but the shovels were found in the kitchen of the Union
Building.
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SGA executives set mandate for change

How often have you heard
that the Student Government
Association (SGA) does not do
anything for the student body?
Kevin Hayes (president), Rob
Wallace (vice president),
Geoff Lowe (secretary), Tom
Tyson (treasurer),Ashvin Lad
(executive director) and Brian
Niepoky (historian) want to
change that image.
Since students are funding
this organization with over
$100,000 per year,it should benefit them.In order for the executive officers or the Senators to
help students with their questions or concerns they need to
hear from them.
SGA was originally intended
to be the liaison between the
student and the administration, but too often it is perceived as an organization without direction.
If students want to voice opinions on how money should be
spent or on how the student
body may feel on certain
issues, they are encouraged to
inform SGA. The purpose of

CONFERENCE ON
UNDERGRADUATE
MATHEMATICS
MARCH 19th & 20th

NEWS BRIEFS
by Brian J. Niepoky
SGA Historian

10th ANNUAL
Rose-Hulman

senators is to bring issues concerning the student to the senate meetings. The first senate
meeting of the quarter is on
Tuesday, March 16 at 4:30 in
E104.All students are welcome
to attend. If this is inconvenient, drop us a few lines
about your ideas or problems
in the SGA box, 172. We can
only work for you if we know
what you want.
Some changes have occurred physically in the SGA office. A new file cabinet was
purchased and organized to
hold information for the 28
SGA-sponsored clubs, the
issue of coeducation and the
commission on the future of
Rose-Hulman plus our reports
to the Board of Managers. This
is public information and you
can overview it if you need
some SGA information.
Remember, we want to
make SGA more in tune with
you and your concerns, but we
need to know what you want
from the student government.
Your 56% of voter turnout for
the presidential elections
shows us that you want this
change also.

Commission of the Future report
to guide Rose into 21st century
Recommendations that will be
used to chart the future development of Rose-Hulman were presented today to the college's
board of managers.
The recommendations culminate the work of a 410-member
national Commission on the Future of Rose-Hulman. The
commission was created one year
ago today by the board to examine
every area of the college.
The commission's 56-page final
report includes more than 100 recommendations developed after
more than 10,000 hours of study by
10 task forces. Recommendations
dealt with admissions and financial aid; computers; undergraduate and graduate
engineering and science curricula; the arts, humanities and social sciences; continuing education; global education; residential life and student services; athletics and recreation; and constituent relations.
Board of Managers Chairman
John Titsworth said the final report will be given immediate
attention.
"The board will appoint a committee of its members, faculty,
staff and students to review the
recommendations. The board will
then decide the recommendations
to be given top priority."

The Commission on the Future of Rose-Hulman concluded February 27 with a banquet attended by 460 persons.
Commission members represented 200 different businesses.
They came from 30 states and two
foreign countries. Members included alumni and non-alumni
who represented a variety of professions.
Funding for the commission
was provided by a grant from the
Lilly Endowment of Indianapolis.
Commission Chairman Donald
Almquist said, "Commission
members were asked to look to
the future with no limits as to what
could be achieved by RoseHulman.

"The commission's work is
finished. But the efforts of the
board of managers, faculty, staff
and students to prioritize and
meet our future needs is just beginning," stated Almquist, a
member of the board of managers
who recently retired as chairman,
president and chief executive officer of Delco Electronics Corp.,
headquartered in Kokomo.
Rose-Hulman President
Samuel Hulbert added that the
commission's work has been one
of the most important activities in
the history of the college.

Job search workshops announced
The Office of Career Services and Employee Relations
has announikd four job search
workshops. According to Bill
Sisson, director of the office,
the workshops will be held
March 16, 18, 23 and 25 in the
Worx beginning at 4 p.m.
The workshops are open to
all students, but special em-

phasis will be placed on juniors
and seniors.
The workshops will focus on
helping students market their
credentials, write a cover letter and developing contacts. It
will help students identify
changing trends in the job
market and refine interviewing and job search techniques.

Debate team wins in Kentucky tournament
Rose-Hulman students
Damon Fraylon and Adrian
Dunson earned top honors in
the novice division at the University of KentuckyOwensboro debate tournament
on Feb. 13.
Fraylon, a sophomore from
Gary, was judged the best
speaker in the division. Dunson, a sophomore from Indianapolis, was named the third

best speaker.
The awards were commendable when you consider it was
the first debate tournamentfor
both students.
Overall, Rose-Httlman's debate team had a 3-1 record and
combined for 267 speaker
points (out of 320). Seven colleges from Indiana, Ohio and
Kentucky competed in the
tournament.

Last Lecture Series to feature James Sire
The last lecture series is
back and it has a specialspeaker this month. James Sire is
coming to lecture at RoseHulman on Tuesday,March 16,
1993. He will be speaking at
three different times in the
Union P.A. room. Sire will
have a talk with the faculty
during 5th hour. The topic will
be "responsible technology,"
and all faculty members are
welcome.
He will also be speaking at
the last lecture time of 4:30
p.m.The topic at that time will
be "Why should anyone believe anything at all?"
The final talk will be at 8:00
p.m. This meeting will discuss
spiritual beliefs on a college
campus. All students are invited to the 4:30 p.m. and 8:00
p.m. talks.
Sire is a speaker and author;
he holds a Ph.D. in English
literature from the University
of Missouri and a B.A.in chemistry and English from the Uni-

Summary of Commission Recommendations
• Meeting the rising financial needs of students while continuing to attract the most
academically qualified students.
• Planning for the upgrade of computer equipment and systems to meet the increasing role
of the computer in engineering and science education.
• Strengthening the opportunities for students to improve their technical expertise and
problem solving skills through team-oriented interdisciplinary design and research projects.
• The need to improve facilities for athletics and recreation,student services, alumni and
laboratories for undergraduate student projects.
• Preparing students through a global studies program to successfully compete in an
international workplace by teaching them how culture, language and social systems
impact global business operations.
• A graduate program that would continue to build upon the degrees offered while
emphasizing research that involves undergraduates with faculty and graduate students.
• Continuing education programs to meet the need for lifelong learning and programs to
increase the technical, scientific and mathematical skills of pre-college teachers and
students.
• The need to stress career awareness and planning throughout the undergraduate experience in order to prepare students to be successful in a changing job climate.

ACD equipment donation will improve
Rose computer and telephone networks

James Sire
versity of Nebraska. He has
taught English and philosophy
in the college setting and has
written several books which indude: The Universe Next
Door and Scripture Twisting.
As always, InterVarsity is
sponsoring the talks,which are
open to all faculty, staff and
students.

A $23,000 gift from Applied
Computing Devices, Inc. (ACD)
to Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology is the first phase of a project to install new network management systems which will improve use of the college's computer and telephone data and voice
networks.
This initial donation will be used
to purchase a DEC station 5000-240
computer and related equipment
The new equipment will be used
with the latest network management system technology developed by ACD.
William Schindel, ACD president, said additional state-of-theart network management application system software and
development tools will be donated
by ACD after the computer system arrives.

When completed, the value of
the system donation will be nearly
$150,000.
"Rnse-Hulman will become one
of two test sites for new applications of our network management
systems for telephone and local
area network computer systems."
"This gift will provide RoseHulman with leading-edge technology for configuration, fault
and performance management of
its vital campus communication
networks,"according to Schindel.
"The system will use components of the same ACD platform
technology that manage large
networks like GTE Telephone Operations and the Covia United Airlines worldwide reservation system," he explained.

Rose-Hulman President
Samuel Hulbert said the gift will
provide a new educational experience for students.
"They'll see and learn about the
latest technology that manages
the large, complex systems that
are increasingly important to
many organizations," he stated.
"They'll have the additional opportunity to design their own
management applications,
unique to Rose-Hulman," Hulbert
added.
"The recent installation of a
new campus telecommunications
network and the continual upgrading of our computer systems
means this donation is vital if we
are to maximize our use of
communication technology,"
Hulbert explained.
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Opinion

Safety first
by Paul A. Sigler
Thorn Features Editor
Sometimes I wish that they
hadn't eliminated smallpox.
Maybe that's cruel. Perhaps I
shouldn't wish death and deformity upon the households of millions
of people.
But, then again, there's nothing
quite like a few million deaths to
make people realize how screwed
up their priorities are.
I think I'm going to have to explain. I say that our priorities are
screwed up primarily in response
to the recent furor over the possible link between cellular phones
and brain tumors. But, then
again, that hasn't been the only
marginal health risk splashed
into instant fame by a reactionary
media.
The past decade is fraught with
examples of health scares which
never really amounted to the hype
that they were given. Radon gas is
one. Carbon monoxide leaks from
gas furnaces,formaldehyde from
particle board, as well as salmonella all have had their share
of media attention while causing
relatively little harm to anyone
but the few very vocal people who
cried out to the nation that the
danger was real and true. An elevated lung cancer rate among asbestos workers who had spent
thousands of hours breathing the
stuff was sufficient for thousand
of cities and municipalities to
spend millions upon millions of
dollars encapsulating and removing the dangerous, foul stuff. In
each case, it took very little evidence of anything to instill fear in
the general public, and today, it
takes even less.
In the case of cellular phones, it
took just one case.
Yet the real irony of the whole
thing is how truly skewed our
safety priorities are. We bitch and
moan about the carbon monoxide
levels in the atmosphere while
sucking down clouds of sidestream cigarette smoke. We complain that we're getting too much
radiation from X-rays, yet we
stand in front of the microwave
while we warm a TV dinner stuffed with so much fat and sodium

SAFETY BUTS
MAME A FRIENDSHIP

ELIElk
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and cholesterol that we can feel
the plaque growing in our arteries
while we eat it. We insist on antilock brakes and driver-side airbags, yet we don't wear a seatbelt
and drive drunk; we require bikers to wear helmets,then forget to
pay attention and knock them into
drainage ditches at 70 miles per
hour. While we piddle around with
the mild discomfort of salmonella, people in Bosnia are,
scratching around for some cardboard to quell the gnawing hunger,
in their belly and as we kick
around the idea that some types of
electromagnetic radiation might
eventually prove harmful to some
people in some cases, thousands
of people are dying of AIDS.
Somewhere on the East Coast is
a lady who is suing the power company because the magnetic field
from the power lines behind her
house is supposedly causing her
daughter to physically deteriorate. I certainly don't think that
hers is a legitimate concern, and
if that makes me hard-hearted,
then I suppose that's okay. You
see, there are so many things in
this world which really merit
attention that, often, our cries
against the minor safety breaches
we face every day are laughable.
And, as heartless and cruel as it
may seem, the only thing I could
think of when I first heard of the
cellular phone crisis was, Is that
the best we can do?
The return of smallpox wouldn't
do much good. People would die,
children would be deformedgenerally, bad things would happen. I know that. Still, despite the
fact that there is little in America
which is grossly unsafe and
dangerous (except, of course, for
nuclear weapons, toxic waste,
downtown Washington and Geraldo), we insist on complaining.
Sometimes, strange though it
may seem, I just wish we had
something to complain about
. Well, I suppose I've made my
point. If you don't mind,I think I'll
slam a few scotch and sodas,
weave my way back home in a car
with one headlight and no brakes
going about ninety-five and
smoke a pack of Camels on the
way. Maybe when I get back I'll
fry some steaks up real rare and
fall asleep on the couch with a cigarette in my hand. And I'm not
gonna worry a bit about it, cause
as long as I haven't got one of
them cellular phones,ain't no way
I'm getting no brain tumors. Hell,
I might just live forever.
But you know,those power lines
behind the house have been giving
me quite a headache...

Goodbye... and good riddance!
by Chad Zigler
Thorn Columnist
Well,there comes a time in the
life of a features editor when he
must say goodbye to all the
"wonderful" things he was involved in and turn the reigns
over to a new sucker — I mean —
new editor.
Being an editor for a student
newspaper is always a challenge, whether you are at a large
state-supported school or right
here at good ol' Rose. Believe
me,it's not as easy as you might
think.
Don't get me wrong - I have
had a wonderful experience this
year. I have gained the experience of writing for a publication
that is on its way to being one of
the best student-published newspapers around. Just being a part

of this up-and-coming organization is quite an honor.
But I have had my share of
bad experiences. If I wasn't
listening to the bickering within
the SGA, I was dealing with
complaints of "unconfirmed opinions." Since when does a person have to prove an opinion? I
agree, it helps to persuade readers if you support your opinions,
but if a student wants to express
an opinion (unsupported or not),
that is his right, as long as his
statements aren't considered
defamation of character.
Now that my term as features
editor is over, Paul Sigler takes
on the task of dealing with crybabies and politicians (excuse
the redundancy) that so often infiltrate the portals of the Rose
Thorn. Paul - a word of advice -

you better roll'em up now while
your still have a chance. It gets
pretty thick sometimes.
I really believe that the Rose
Thorn and the student body
could serve each other much
better if a few things were done.
The Thorn needs more people.
The more involvement there is
in an organization, the easier it
is to expand and improve the
product. If this can be done, the
Thorn will be much more of a
service to the students.
The Thorn cannot become a
tabloid. Enough of the bickering
... enough of the apologies ...
enough, enough, enough!
By the way ... I'm not leaving
you for good. I'll be serving as
sports editor next year. Look for
new and exciting things from
page three next year. Caio!
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Letter from the Editor
The Rose Thorn opinion page is
an opportunity for all RoseHulman students to make themselves heard, regardless of class,
age or position. It is a powerful
medium read by the majority of
the Rose student body and faculty. We urge all members of the
Rose community to allow their
voice to be heard by entering their
opinion into the Thorn, whether it
be through a letter to the Editor or
a full-blown essay.

We do, however, reserve the
right to edit submissions due to
length constraints, and we cannot
publish your letter anonymously.
Essays are subject to the same
rules, and they imply no obligation. You needn't sign your life
away for your work to appear in
the Thorn.
Don't discount the power of the
written word! Be active in your
student newspaper and make
your voice heard.

LOOKING FOR COLLEGE MONEY?
▪
▪

INFORMATION ON
HOW WE CAN HELP
YOU FIND COLLEGE
FINANCIAL AID!

We've helped THOUSANDS of students find financial aid -11kk ..
sources they were qualified for but did not know about.
We can help YOU find YOUR share of the BILLIONS OF
'
DOLLARS in private sector funding represented in
our specialized databank of over 180,000 listings!

Love can bloom where
you least expect it...
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
From the Oscar-winning team of
"The Little Mermaid ' and
"Beauty and the Beast''
Book and Lyrics by

EVERY
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE FOR:
Student Is Children of Veterans • Newspaper Carrie
Eligible For ture Pharmacists • Non-Smokers • Cheer!
Descent • Second-Generation
Some Type of anian
tudents • Cheerleaders • Ohio Na
Financial Aid
hildren of Railroad Employees
Regardless
• Future Computer Programmers
chigan Natives • Former Boy Scout
of Grades
or Family
Call TOLL-FREE 24 hours
Income!
for a FREE Brochure:

HOWARD ASHMAN
Music by

ALAN MENKEN
Based on the film by Roger Coma,
screenplay by Charles Griffith
Originally Produced by the WPA Theatre
(Kyle Renick. Producing Director)
Originally Produced at the Orpheum Theatre.
New York City by the WPA Theatre. David
Geffen, Cameron Macintosh and
the Shubert Organization

WED. MAR. 31,8 PM
TICKETS BY PHONE CALL -

Ext.

812-333-9955
PUBUC: $11 S19 $24 IU-B STUDENTS: $8 $16 $21
Tickets available at IU Auditorium Box Office and all

College Financial Planning Service

locations. IU Students must show student
ID atpoint of purchase and entry. FREE Shuttle Bus to
and from Atwater and Poplar garages with ticket.

Research & Administration • 3455 Commercial Avenue • Northbrook, IL 60062

IU

AUDITORIUM
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Sports

Baseball team goes
5-0 in Atlanta

COMING IN ROSE SPORTS
SATURDAY, MARCH 13
1 p.m.
10 a.m.

BASEBALL, DePauw University, Art Nehf Field,
TENNIS, at Greenville College, Greenville, Ill.,

SUNDAY, MARCH 14
1 p.m.

BASEBALL, Maryville (Mo.) College, Art Nehf Field,

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17
3:30 p.m.

TENNIS, at Wabash College, Crawfordsville,

SATURDAY, MARCH 20
1 p.m.

BASEBALL, at Wabash College, Crawfordsville,
GOLF, at Hanover College Invitational, Hanover
TENNIS, Lindsey Wilson College, Rose-Hulman Courts,
TENNIS, Franklin College, Rose-Hulman Courts,

10 a.m.
2:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, MARCH 21
1 p.m.
11 a.m.
2 p.m.

BASEBALL, Blackburn College, Art Nehf Field,
TENNIS, Elmhurst College, Rose-Hulman Courts,
TENNIS, Brescia College, Rose-Hulman Courts,

TUESDAY, MARCH 23
2:30 p.m.

TENNIS, at University of Southern Indiana, Evansville,

FRIDAY, MARCH 26
GOLF, at SiWASH Classic, Knox College, Galesburg, Ill.
Coach Jeff Jenkins looks forward to another successful season.
The Engineers were ranked 22nd in the nation in a preseason
poll.
Brainard still has a 0.00 ERA after
by Jim Broskow
pitching nine full innings. Senior
Sports Editor
The baseball team got off to a Tim Watson has 15 strikeouts, the
start worthy of their number 22 most on the team. The team has a
combined ERA of just 2.25 after
NCAA Division III preseason
national ranking. Rose defeated five games, as compared to their
teams from Maryville (Tenn.), opponents' 6.35 ERA.
Rose has shown that the loss of
Adrian College, and Ohio Northhitters John Sherrard and Brian
ern University in a five game trip
Schwager hasn't hurt the team
to Atlanta, Georgia.
The team is already ahead of that much. Senior Pete Kasper
has led the offense for the Engilast year's team, who had lost a
game at this point. Last year's neers so far. He has a .412 average, second only to sophomore
team was the first ever from Rose
Aaron Junkersfeld. Kasper leads
to participate in the Division III
post-season tournament, and the the team in hits, RBI's and home
first ever to finish with a national runs. Two of Rose's three homers
are his. They have a good head
ranking.
The Engineers' pitching staff start surpassing last year's total,
which was 16.
has already demonstrated its
Seven players have batting
strength and depth in the first
over .300. The Engiaverages
last
Of
games of the season.
neers have already outscored
year's pitching staff, only Dave
Gowans has departed from the their opponents 34-18.
Rose faces DePauw University
team.
Four pitchers have picked up tomorrow in a non-conference
double-header at Art Nehf Field,
wins so far this season. Senior
beginning at 1 p.m. The ICAC seaEric Mihal was the first to capture
begins March 27 with Hanover
son
a winning record, and senior
College.
Shawn Brainard currently leads
the team with a 2-0 record.

SATURDAY, MARCH 27
1 p.m. (ICAC Games)

BASEBALL, Hanover College, Art Nehf Field,
GOLF, at SiWASH Classic, Knox College, Galesburg, Ill.

SUNDAY, MARCH 28
1 p.m.

BASEBALL, Oakland City College, Art Nehf Field,

FRIDAY APRIL 2
GOLF, at Millikin university Tournament, Decatur, III.
TENNIS, at Kerry Seward Tournament, Crawfordsville,

8:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, APRIL 3
1 p.m. (ICAC Games)

BASEBALL, Wabash College, Art Nehf Field,
GOLF, at Millikin University Tournament, Decatur, Ill.
TENNIS, at Kerry Seward Tournament, Crawfordsville
TRACK, at Indiana Intercollegiates, IUPUI, Indianapolis,

11 a.m.

SUNDAY, APRIL 4
1 p.m.

BASEBALL, at University of Southern Indiana, Evansville,

MONDAY, APRIL 5
GOLF, at Martinsville Triangular, Martinsville, Ind.
TENNIS, vs. St. John's University, Hilton Head Island, S.C.,

3 p.m.

TUESDAY, APRIL 6
2 p.m.
Noon

BASEBALL, at Earlham College, Richmond,
TENNIS, vs. St. Marys (Minn.), Hilton Head Island, S.C.,

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7
11 a.m.

TENNIS, vs. New YorkiBinghamton, at Hilton Head Island, S.C.,

THURSDAY, APRIL 8
8 a.m.

TENNIS, vs. St. Olaf (Minn.), at Hilton Head Island, S.C.,

SATURDAY, APRIL 10
1 p.m. (ICAC Games)
11 a.m.

BASEBALL, at Manchester College, N. Manchester,
TRACK, at Little State Championships, IUPUI, Indianapolis,

WHEN DRINKING,
CALL A FRIEND.
OR GET A RIDE
WITH A
STRANGER.
41 1 1 k'

Drinking and riding can lead to a
loss of license, a conviction, or
even worse. When you drink, get
a ride with a friend. It's
the best call you can make.
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION

BE AN AIR FORCE OFFICER
Put your degree to work in the Air
Force. Good pay, management
opportunities, medical and dental care, 30 days vacation.

CALL 234-1129
GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
And a FREE
IGLOO COOLER
if you qualify. Call
1-800-932-0528, Ext., 65

Snug As A Bug In A Rug?
When the flu bug has you
feeling anything but snug and
your physician can't see you,
come in to HealthCheck, a
service of Union Hospital.
At HealthCheck you can count
on fast, friendly, professional
care for colds, fever, fractures,
sprains—any minor illness or
injury. With lab and X-ray
facilities on-site, you'll receive

prompt diagnosis and skilled
treatment. Then we'll refer you Convenient Medical Caret
to your doctor or other local
physician if necessary, and
check on your progress the
next day.
At HealthCheck, you benefit
from the experience and
resources of Union Hospital, so
No Appointment Necessary
you know you'll receive the very
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday
best in convenient medical care.
Noon to 6 p.m. Sunday

HeaLth

4001 Wabash Avenue • Terre Haute, IN 47803 • Phone (812)238-7711

eck
HOSPITAL
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Entertainment
YEAH BOB by NMI lauslmsil

044 YEAH, OSOklef
WELL YOU'RE JUST
POMMEL

BIG moor!
SOMEPAY Nt:U'LL WISH
NOU \SERE ME SO
EVERYONE WILL%
IN LOVE WIT14
YOU!!

ti

„.

WHAT IS THIS?
Same deal as before. Send in your guesses
to: Mystery Photo, Box 170. Don't forget, we
welcome humorous guesses as well.
This week's hint: It's not a drain.

OKAY, so last issue's mystery photo was too easy. It
was a photo of the back of a mailbox door. The following
people submitted correct answers: Darrin Branch,
Jason Kuykendall, Andy McConnell, Jeff Mickey,
Julian Waldby, Mark Young and the chemistry
stockroom. Two other people submitted correct answers but didn't seem to remember we need their name
if we are going to print it.

LOOKING FOR FUNNY

Address To:
HUMOR
Box 170

Have you drawn a good cartoon?
Have you written a funny story?
77
"tir
STUFF!1
3k;>
401
Do you have any talents
that are REMOTELY funny?

Well, send them to THE THORN
5i?,s6
ir's MIT
77/te AM/N.

77/6"Rif:J-00a,
NO-Fac Pa91/-01,
CateR, reealCa77
NON-PAW6C770
/W.-6556V
ffitYgerint/
56C770N.

r71-7707—\1(
77/d7 ,7:..

6orA
gArgYlle
AWN

n- / NOV04ffog 7716
IMTMAINE
IMPMAIr

77
'
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TREAT:

MADER
BLACKBURN
COLLEGE
Sun., Mar. 21
Art Nehf Field
1:00 p.m.

Tenure and faculty promotions approved
They are Dale Bremmer, economics; Howard McLean,chemistry; Lee Waite, mechanical engineering; Ruth Waite
and Mark Yoder, electrical
and computer engineering.
Granted tenure were:
Claude Anderson and Frank
Young, computer science;
Robert Houghtalen, civil engineering; Jovan Lebaric,
electrical and computer engineering; Don Richards, mechanical engineering.

SGA announces new executive officers
by Brian Niepoky
SGA Historian
The newly elected President,
Kevin Hayes,and Vice President,
Rob Wallace, have chosen the
executive officers for the '93-'94
term.
As a sophomore, Computer Science major from Tennyson, In-

diana, Geoff Lowe is the new Secretary. Geoff is a Sophomore
Advisor and a writing tutor at the
Learning Center. His responsibilities include the organization of the
SGA office and preparing the minutes for the Student Senate, Club
Council and Executive Committee.

Rose-Hulman's college bowl team ties
for second place in regional contest
by Jennifer Rozzi
Rose-Hulman's college bowl
team tied for second place in
the region contest two
weekends ago at Earlham College.
Rose-Hulman's fivemember team had a 4-2 record
in the competition, tying Eu-

reka College of Illinois for
second place.
Brian Goodman, a senior
from Omaha,NE,was voted to
the region's all-star team.
Other team members were
Dylan Schickel, Anthony
Thomas, Ben Nicholson and
Dan Wilson.

Five faculty members
receive special leaves
The board of managers approved academic year special
leaves requested by Patrica
Carlson, Frank Guthrie and
Tom Mason. Carlson will continue her work on hypertext
with the U.S. Air Force while
Mason will continue to serve as
a senior financial consultant
for Applied Computing Devices. Guthrie will work at the
U.S. Military Academy during
the 1993-94 academic year.
Jovan Levaric was granted a
sabbatical leave for the next

academic year to teach at the
Naval Postgraduate School in
Monterey, CA.
A leave for the spring quarter was granted to Harmelore
Lehr to enable her to work on
technical translation and to
visit universities in Germany
in an effort to strengthen the
Rose-Hulman exchange programs. John Kinney was
granted a leave for the winter
and spring quarters to complete work on a textbook on
probability.

Sophomore winter term grades
recover from midterm low
by Michael G. Payne
News Editor
After a quarter of anxiety,
winter term GPAs for sophomores finished on par with last
years GPAs. The cumulative
GPA of all sophomores after
the 1992-93 winter term ended
up to be 2.938. This was only a
small dropfrom the 2.976 accumulative GPA for winter 199192.In fact,the quarter GPA for
the sophomore class rose from
2.827 last year to 2.862 this
year.
Assistant Dean of Students,
Pete Gustafson, stated that,
"The sophomore year is overall the toughest year for Rose
students." Gustafson men-

tioned that a total of eightsophomores were dropped from
Rose following the winter term
due to poor academics. The total number of sophomores that
have dropped so far this year is
14, up from eight for the entire
previous school year.
Gustafson mentioned that at
winter mid-term, 88 sophomores,27% of the entire sophomore class, were below the
probation line of a 2.0 GPA.
Currently, there are 22 sophomores still on probation. Gustafson said, "Just because the
grades were as good as last
year ... we should not be happy
that so many people drop or
are still on probation."

Greg Hayworth honored
for excellence
Greg Hayworth has been
selected for the Tom Husselman Extraordinary Performance Award by the Pi Kappa
Alpha Educational Foundation. The scholarship is
offered to undergraduate

CONFERENCE ON
UNDERGRADUATE
MATHEMATICS
MARCH 19th & 20th

NEWS BRIEFS
The board of managers
recently approved promotions
and/or tenure of 13 faculty
members.
Faculty promotions were
Cary Laxer from associate to
professor of computer science,
and Robert Bunch from associate to professor of physics and
applied optics.
Promoted and granted tenure were five faculty members
who were promoted from assistant to associate professor.

10th ANNUAL
Rose-Hulman

members of Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity who excel in leadership and academics.Hayworth
is a junior mechanical
engineering major. The
scholarship is sponsored by
alumnus Tom Husselman.

Front row: Tom Tyson, Kevin Hayes, Robert Wallace; back row:
Brian Nlepoky, Geoff Lowe, Ashvin Lad. photo by Brian Dougherty

The new treasurer, Tom Tyson,
is a junior, electrical engineering
major from Indianapolis. As
treasurer and chair of the Finance committee, Tom must prepare the SGA budget and, along
with the Finance Committee.
must approve studentfunded club
budgets. Tom is also a member of
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.
Brian Niepoky has been
selected as the Historian. Brian is
a junior, electrical engineering
major from Dayton, Ohio and is a
member of Triangle Fraternity
and IFC Co-rush Chairman. The
Historian is responsible for
publicizing SGA activities and
events.
The new Executive Director is
Ashvin Lad,a freshman chemical
engineering major from Springfield, Illinois. Besides managing
all of the SGA elections, Ashvin is
also responsible for the distribution and collections of the refrigerators as well as Student/
Faculty Dinners and Student
Leader of the Month Dinners.
Ashvin is also a member of the
wrestling Team as well as the
pledge class president of Alpha
Tau Omega.

SGA holds first Senate meeting of spring term,
reacts to Commission on the Future report
by Michael G. Payne
News Editor
The Rose-Hulman student Senate held its first meeting under the
new Hayes/Wallace administration on Tuesday, March 16. Aside
from normal business, the meeting included the quarterly "State
of the Association" speech by the
Student Government Association
(SGA) president, Kevin Hayes.
In the speech, president Hayes
noted that the SGA has been very
busy over the past months by approving several funding requests
from SGA-sponsored clubs,
supporting the effort to have
vending machines installed in
Olin Hall, investigating sophomore grades, filling all vacant
student Senate seats and improving the internal organization of
the SGA.
Also included in the speech
President Hayes outlined some
goals for the next year. These
goals included: increasing publicity in the Thorn, installing a
"comment box" in the mailroom
commons, increasing student

recognition through the Student
Leader of the Month program,increasing emphasis on studentfaculty committees, reinstating
the book exchange next year and
pushing for more student interaction with senators.
The Senate also reacted to the
summary report of the Commission on the Future of RoseHulman. Every recommendation
of the commission report was addressed, debated and voted on for
approval or disapproval.
By far the most hotly opposed
issue was the commission's recommendation to have all students
live on campus. In the end, the
Senate voted to staunchly oppose
this recommendation and to insist
that this part of the commission
report be removed. The debate on
campus living eventually inflated
to the issue of allowing all
fraternities and future sororities
to move on campus.In the end,the
Senate agreed that fraternities
and sororities should have the option to relocate on campus and
that Rose-Hulman should initiate
steps to obtain land for future expansion.

In addition, other student concerns and suggestions were
offered as well as amendments to
other commission recommendations, including a Senate recommendation to include a gun range
as part of any future athletic expansion, but for the most part,the
bulk of the unaltered commission
report received Senate approval.
A copy of the Commission on the
Future of Rose-Hulman summary
report is on file in the Student Government office (D232) and is
available for student reviewing
during SGA office hours.
With the blessing of the Senate,
the current task of the SGA will be
to prepare a report with Senate
recommendations that will be
submitted to President Hulbert.
This report will be taken to the
board of managers appointed review committee meeting in Indianapolis next weekend. The review committee will set out to
prioritize the commission's recommendations, to consider all
faculty and student input and to
set a course for the future of RoseHulman.

Cornwell honored as outstanding engineering prof
Phillip Cornwell, assistant professor of mechanical engineering
at Rose-Hulman, is one of the 15
faculty named the winner of a 1993
Ralph R. Teeter Education
Award as one of the nation's top
young engineering educators.
The award is presented annually by SAE International, a
broad-based engineering society
consisting of professional who are
involved in the design, manufacture and development of
land, sea, air and space vehicles.
Winners were chosen for their outstanding teaching ability, research and interactions with students.
The honor is made possible
through an educational fund established by Indiana native and
former SAE president Ralph Teeter. The award was created to provide outstanding teachers with a

better understanding of industrial
engineering trends by giving
them the chance to meet and exchange ideas with practicing engineers.

with structures, structural dynamics and materials.

Cornwell will attend the SAE International Congress and Exposition, March 1-5, in Detroit, MI,
where he will visit with engineering executives at industrial and
research facilities where new
technical innovations will be discussed and demonstrated.
Cornwell's interests include
structural dynamics and the use
of computers in undergraduate
engineering education. He is the
faculty advisor to the student
chapter of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers. In 1990,
he was honored by ASME for a
paper he presented at a national
academic conference that dealt

Phillip Cornwell
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Opinion

A question of Style
by Paul A. Sigler
Thorn Features Editor
Written English actually has
fewer guidelines than most of us
would like to think. Actual grammar,specific though it might be at
times, is more or less just a loose
outline of how to write. One can
follow all the grammatical rules
in the book and still twist their
style of writing around them to fit
nearly any purpose. If this wasn't
so, the language would be nearly
useless.
Thus, over the years, different
professions have developed not
only their own lingo and terminology, but their own,unique writing
styles as well. Hence the misty
denominations such as expository
prose, technical writing, business
writing and that jumble of qualifiers and pidgin English known to
many as legalese- the jargon of
the business of law. A person with
a trained eye can easily discern
one's occupation through their
style and verbiage. Such a stylistic technician might pick up a note
that Lee Iacocca left on his refrigerator and, after a few moments deliberation, exclaim,
"This man is a leader of the corporate world; a trailblazer for the
entrepreneurs of tomorrow." By
the same token, such an expert
would be able to pick up one of my
old lab reports and cry out, "A
genius! At last, He Who Shall
Lead us from our literary darkness has been found! Nay, but we
should lay down alms unto Him,
for...."
Naw, maybe not.
Anyway, let's look at some examples. We'll start with something easy- the writing of psychology.The main characteristic here
is wishy-washiness; a true psychologist never states an absolute
(quite possibly the only sure thing
in the field). At the same time,the
writer of a psychological publication cites everything- and I do
mean everything. Never in modern times will a psychologist be in
danger of committing plagiarism.
In the same manner, by publishing a study in the field of psychology, one insures that their name
will appear in every notable text
in the field to be published for the
next three or four millennium. An
example:
One can see that research
certainly appears to indicate a
possible correlation between hair
loss and baldness (Fallwell, 1972)
that has become more prevalent
as of late (me, 1993) due to an increasein baldness as documented
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by ICneid's 1992 study of 750,000
men with receding hairlines
(Kneid, 1992). Kneid found that
nearly 100% of the men studied
who exhibited hairline recession
were also, to some extent, going
bald. However, it should be noted
that no conclusions are forthcoming (Danson et al., 1991).
Another interesting writing
style is that of the historian. The
historian's hallmark is a somewhat overpolished dramatization
of events often so dull that only
such drastic literary facelifts can
even bring the account into the
class of boring literature. Historians are quite fond of analogies
and metaphors- and, as such,
their profession is quite possibly
the closest one can get to creative
writing without actually bearing
the dreaded title of "novelist".
What follows is a typical historian's account of registration for
classes.
One must wonder what tremendous forces could possibly drive
such a motley assortment of virile
young men to sit so listlessly upon
the hard, unforgiving bleachers of
the old regime like so many grey,
lifeless birds perched upon a wire
through which the credit hours no
longer flowed; silhouetted
sharply against the bleak course
rosters. In retrospect, the great
irony was that, although no
money changed hands, the entire
mind-numbing anxiety of the
afternoon was a fire built and
fueled by the living, greedy
dream of a capitalist society. Yet
perhaps a greater irony was that
the entire event was a celebration
of free choice juxtaposed onto a
situation where the choices of the
masses were limited to those
given them by whichever agent of
fate had determined theirstations
in the line.
Not quite as fun is the nearly
foreign language of legalese- a
language which originated in the
courtroom, yet still spreads without restraint into financial and insurance circles. Only legalese has
the audacity to infringe on the
world of Econospeak (another
chapter entirely-for reference,
see the back of your credit card
statement). Though my stomach
churns at the very thought of it,
it's my duty to give an example. A
legalese rendition of the Pledge of
Allegiance:
It is heretofore sworn before
We, the undersigned, that the individual speaking does, now and
hereafter, contract his/her allegiance to the Flag, in any representation or form, of the United
States of America, where (a.) the
Republic, ie. that for which the
flag (referred to hereafter as
Item A)is presumed by all parties
to stand for and represent, and
(b.) If the aforementioned Union
represented by Item A and ap-

pellated The United States of
America should, through divisive
means, become divided, the
agreement is null and void,
whereas null and void also are all
contractual obligations that...
Aw hell- I think you get the
point. The ultimate triumph of the
justice system in my opinion
would be if all people convicted of
writing in legalese were
summarily shot until dead,
whereas "dead" refers to that
condition of the aforementioned
person's body is classified legally
as being "deceased"....
AAUUGGGHH!
Anyway. My personal favorite
out of this small array of writing
styles is one which is often seen in
the Rose-Hulman Learning Center. My term for it is Technospeak, yet I have yet to hear of a
real name, so you may call it
whatever you please. By and
large, it results from a harried
fledgling engineer attempting to
beef up a lab report or research
paper which, apparently, just
makes too darned much sense.
This phenomenon usually occurs
at 3 a.m.or later,and requires the
extensive use of a thesaurus.
Without further adieu, directions
on how to saw a 2x4 in half written
in glorious Techno-speak.
It is necessary at the outset of
the procedure to place the
cellulosic substance (or board)
which is to be severed into a device commonly known as a
"vise"; a mechanism which
significantly increases the normalforce upon the x-yplane ofthe
board such that the frictional
forces necessary to counteract
the z-plane motion of the board
are greatly increased according
to the equation ...
F(f) = m F(n)
Where F(f) is the frictional
force exerted by the surface area
of the board in a direction that is
perpendicular to the F(n). F(f)is
manifested over the area of the
board which is in contact with the
compressed calipers of the
restraining device, while F(n)is
the sum of the component forces
acting...
I could go on, but if you need a
further reference, just pull out
one of your old labs. The odds are
very good that just about all of us
have written like this at some
time in our careers as students.
As always, I saved the best for
last. We're all familiar with the
common political rhetoric of the
era- and to call today's political
language a separate entity from
the everyday English language
wouldn't be that far of a stretch.
Politics has taken the wishywashiness of the psychologists,
the mixed metaphors of the historians, the jargon of legalese and
Continued on Page 4
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Letter to the Editor
Letter to the (past) editor:
It was not until I read your "goodbye" article that I realized
what poor leadership the Thorn has had and why the newspaper's
quality has declined over the year. As a senior, I have seen a
steady decline in overall newspaper quality beginning with the
deletion of the N +1 page and hitting rock bottom with latest
issues. The "What is this?","Looking for Funny Stuff!", and the
usual one-half to full page Outland cartoons have been a pathetic
reminder of just how good the older papers had been.
Opinions, as you stated, do not have to be proven, but it would
seem courteous to create a forum for opposing viewpoints during
election time instead of covering the opinion page with one-sided
arguments.Even Geraldo Rivera has the decency to put people of
opposing views on his shows. This would have eliminated the
tabloid atmosphere you created and complained about. Speaking
of bickering... What a better way to end a series of, as you say it,
"cry baby" articles than with one of your own.
Yetlam sure that you are glad to "turn the reigns over to a new
sucker" and spend some time butchering the sports page. I
wouldn't worry too much though, few students read the paper
anymore anyway! To the new "sucker"though,have confidence,
you can't do any worse of a job than the old editor. I think the old
editor put it best in the title of his article "Goodbye... and good
riddance!"
Todd Fox

While we appreciate your candor and interest in the quality of
the Thorn, we can't help butfeel that your criticisms arejust a bit
heavy-handed. The Thorn, like many campus newspapers, is
dependant upon volunteer labor and student contributions. Many
of the questionable and perhaps libelous Letters to the Editor
which appeared over the last few months were printed against
the editor's wishes in a last-ditch attempt to fill the last remaining white space with something other than "the usual one-half to
full page Outland cartoons". Their unedited inclusion may not
have been advisable, but the Rose-written material available for
publication is often scarce. And while your criticisms are most
certainly well-founded, the ironic solution to the problem would
be for the student body to flood the Thorn with so many letters,
essays, jokes and complaints that the Features Editor would
have a three week backlog oflevelheaded, well-written literature
to publish.
On that note, your letter is a step in the right direction. If there
is something about your student newspaper that you wish to
change, we urge you to let us know. After all, the students pay
most of our bills.
Regarding N+1: humoris still accepted and printed wherever
we have space to put it. If enough clean, non-racial, and nonslanderous material wasreceived,a modifiedform ofN+I might
even appear once again. However, while we may have been
guilty to a point of making the Thorn a sort of tabloid, we've no
intention oflettingit become a bathroom wall.In other words, we
can't print dirty limericks, or misquotes of your least favorite
prof.
We do, however, intend to bring back the Quote of the Week
feature. What else appears in the Thorn depends primarily on
what you give us.
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Sports

Tennis team endures weather Beach and Woods
by Jim Broskow
Sports Editor
Despite the inches of snow,
chilly temperatures and several
rainstorms, the tennis team has
managed to keep prepared for
their matches. Unlike the baseball team that can only get limited
practice indoors, full indoor
courts are available for the team
to practice and play on.
The team opened its season in
Covington, Kentucky for the third
year in a row over winter quarter
break. At the Thomas More Invitational, the Engineers competed with teams from four
different states

The

BALLYHOO

Last weekend, while the baseball team was unable to play its
scheduled games,the tennis team
traveled to Greenville, Illinois
and completed their schedule on
indoor courts. The team still has
yet to earn a win this year, but the
play last weekend provided some
optimism.
The team's backbone this year
consists primarily of underclassmen. Tony McAllister,
who sat out last season, returns
this year as the sole senior on the
team. He, along with sophomore
James Jacobi, makes up the first
doubles team. Sophomore Son
Cao is currently holding the

invites the

MEN

of

MTEM PIZZA
,

team's first singles spot.
This weekend Rose hosts four
matches, including Lindsey Wilson College and ICAC foe Franklin tomorrow,beginning at 10 a.m.
Sunday's opponents include
Elmhurst College and Brescia
College, beginning at 11 a.m. The
Engineers return to the courts to
face the University of Southern
Indiana in Evansville on Tuesday.
This year, the team will travel
to Hilton Head Island over spring
break. Among the competitors
there will be New York-Binghamton, one of the top teams in the
nation.

ROSE-HULMAN

and 2 cans Coke
or Diet Coke

Free Limited Delivery
Additional Item Available
at Additional Cost

FREE FOOD
Friday 4-7 p.m.
413.oz. Pitchers of Bud Light

Cn
L11
CC

$

Tax Included

LU

II

Saturday Night Special

LONGNECKS
Iced Down & Cold In a Bucket with an Opener

5.55

You keep $
the bucket
& opener!

2.50

Only $

Thursday: 9amace4 $.50 Beer Night

Scott Beach
by Dale Long
Sports Information Director
For the second straight year,
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology guards Scott Beach and
Scott Woods have been named to
the 10-player Indiana Collegiate
Athletic Conference all-star
team,chosen by the league's head
coaches.
Beach, a 6-foot-2 senior from
Vincennes (Lincoln High School),
led the Engineers in scoring (17.5
points per game) and steals (61)
this past season. He ranked
seventh in the ICAC in scoring
(15.4 ppg) and second in steals
(2.63 per game).
Beach, a three-year starting
player, finished his career with

1,304 points — eighth best on the
all-time scoring list.
Woods, a 6-foot-2 senior from
Muncie (Wapahani High School),
led Rose-Hulman in assists (118)
and ranked second in scoring (15.2
ppg)and steals (43). He averaged
13.1 points in ICAC games. Overall, Woods accumulated 304 assists during his career — fourth
best in school history. He also
scored 979 career points.
Junior forward Ryan Steinhart
of Lafayette (Jefferson High
School) was an honorable mention choice. He averaged 9.2
points and 5.6 rebounds per game
this past season.
Rose-Hulman had a 15-10 record
this past season.

2405 Poplar • 232-3423 (Services to Rose-Batman)

900 Chestnut • 232-3939

BE AN AIR FORCE OFFICER

TIRED OF THE SAME OLD THING?

Put your degree to work in the Air
Force. Good pay, management
opportunities, medical and dental care, 30 days vacation.

MOVIE & GAMES NIGHT

CALL 232-7405

named to All-ICAC
basketball team again

COME TO

Friday, Mar. 19, 7 p.m.
United Ministries Center

321 N. 7th St., 232-0186
Fun - Flicks - FREE Popcorn
Don't Miss Out!

BRUNCH at 10 a.m.

MAYAN SLIDE PRESENTATION
at 1 1 :00 a.m.
Saturday, Mar. 27
United Ministries Center
321 N. 7th St., 232-0186
Register by Mar. 25 for brunch

NATIONAL BANK

TERRE HAUTE

followed

Stop in and let us tell you about our

NO FRILLS
CHECKING
• No service charge regardless of balance.
. A monthly statement is provided —
cancelled checks are held for
safe keeping at the bank.
• A free FirstPlus 24 HOUR BANK
CARD is available.
• $100.00 minimum opening balance.

Call

(812) 238-6000

SPORTPOURRI
BASEBALL TEAM HOPES meet of the season. The team is
FOR SUNNY SKIES — The led by all-ICAC Chris Posey,and
Rose baseball team enjoyed a 5- squad of veterans. Mike Payne,
0 start this season, but they were Matt Remke, Wade Stockton
prevented from accumulating and Matt Williams are upmore wins last weekend by a perclassmen that will fortify the
spell of poor weather. The pitch- team this season. The team
ing staff boasts a 2.25 combined should be well prepared for this
ERA, and is led by seniors first matchup after enduring a
Shawn Brainard, who has a 0.00 rigorous training camp in MisERA after two wins, and Tim sissippi over quarter break.
Watson, who has recorded 15
strikeouts already. Senior Pete
RIFLE TEAM EXCELS
Kasper is the team's leading hit- AGAIN — The rifle team was
ter, sporting a .442 batting aver- once again ranked among the
age and two home runs this sea- top teams in the nation. The
son. They face Wabash tomor- team was number 24, and was
row in a non-conference double- one of only two Division III
header in Crawfordsville, begin- schools ranked in the top 30.
ning at 1 p.m. According to They finished third in the NCAA
Coach Jeff Jenkins, "Some Mideast sectional in February,
warm weather and clear skies led by junior Robert Piper in
would be a welcome relief. both the smallbore and air rifle
We're anxious to get back on the competition.
field."
OUTDOOR TRACK BEGINS
TOMORROW — The Rose track
team hosted the Little State
Tournament last weekend, and
finished in second place ahead of
ICAC rivals DePauw and Franklin. Junior Alan Keuneke scored
points in 300- and 440-meter runs
and the pole vault. Tomorrow
the outdoor season begins at the
Washington University Invitational in St. Louis.
GOLFERS OPEN THE SEASON — The golf team is getting
up bright and early tomorrow to
face Hanover College in the first

INTRAMURAL SOCCER
SEASON COMES TO CLOSE —
The final regular season standings for the major league were
topped by three Triangle
Fraternity teams, the House of
Pain team leading with a 5-0 record. The minor league divisions
A and B were topped by Sigma
Nu and October's Revenge(5-0),
respectively. With one week
remaining in the regular season
of the AA division the Faculty
team leads with a perfect 5-0
record. Championship games
for major and minor leagues are
to be held this weekend.

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

FOR * RENT

We put you

— NOW RENTING FOR NEXT FALL —
Furnished house or apartments
1 to 7 bedrooms in good areas.

BEUCHLER APARTMENTS, 877-2910
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Entertainment
Continued from Page 2
QUESTION OF STYLE
the deliberate confusion of Techospeak to create a truly unique and
incomprehensible form of
communication the mastery of
which serves to ensure election to
any post or position.
Example: A politician answering the question "What did you
have for dinner last night?"
Well, certainly there has been
speculation that Idid indeed have
some form of repast in the evening preceding today. However,I
want to assure my constituents
that Ihave in no way attempted to
conceal my menu plans in any
way, shape or form. I firmly believe with all my heart that the
American people has the right to
know everything that their
elected officials might do over the
course ofthe day,yet it remains to
be seen whether such knowledge
can be given freely to the general
public without certain ramifications becoming evident....
(Cut to commercial)
So, with all the choices out
there, which style of English do I
advocate? Well, I don't. One's
writing style (and speaking style)
should reflect what he is trying to
do or accomplish. In the case of
the politician above, his speech
did just that. It reflected nothing.
However, if asked the same
thing, I would have responded,
"Spaghetti."

Snug As A Bug In A Rug?
When the flu bug has you
feeling anything but snug and
your physician can't see you,
come in to HealthCheck, a
service of Union Hospital.
At HealthCheck you can count
on fast, friendly, professional
care for colds, fever, fractures,
sprains—any minor illness or
injury. With lab and X-ray
facilities on-site, you'll receive

PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

rim A Public Service

prompt diagnosis and skilled
treatment. Then we'll refer you
to your doctor or other local
physician if necessary, and
check on your progress the
next day.
At HealthCheck, you benefit
from the experience and
resources of Union Hospital, so
you know you'll receive the very
best in convenient medical care.

No Appointment Necessary
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Noon to 6 p.m. Sunday

4001 Wabash Avenue • Terre Haute, IN 47803• Phone (813)238-7711

the USDA Forest Service and
El;.1 your State rofestc4
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WHAT IS THIS?
Once again, this is a photo of something every Rose
student has seen hundreds of times. In other words, it
wouldn't be the left front inside retainer clip from a brake
caliper from securities car (ahem...) Send in your answers to: Mystery Photo, Box 170.
This week's hint: This will be one of your memories
long after you leave Rose-Hulman.
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Well, Mark Young was the only one who sent in a
correct answer this week. This is a close-up of the
many water fountains found throughout Moench
Hall.

